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ABSTRACT

Dielectric and Electrical Properties of
CaCu3Ti4O12-based Composites with Insulating Oxide Coating
Hui Eun Kim
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
The Graduate School
Seoul National University

The perovskite oxide CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO) has recently attracted particular
attentions in the field of dielectric materials due to the extraordinary high dielectric
constants of 104-105 in the temperature region of 100-500 K below 1 MHz. This
dielectric property makes CCTO ceramics as a promising material in the area of
micro-electronic techniques. Nevertheless, a relatively high dielectric loss and a large
leakage current in CCTO ceramics are not desirable for the practical applications.
According to previous reports, the origin of the giant dielectric response in CCTO
ceramics can be explained by an internal barrier layer capacitance (IBLC) model;
CCTO ceramics are composed of semiconducting grains with insulating grain
boundaries. Therefore, the dielectric loss in CCTO ceramics is closely related to the
insulation of the barrier layers, and the conductance of the barriers leads to the leakage
currents. Thus, in this study, we tried to overcome the fatal problems by fabricating
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CCTO-based composites with insulating materials of low dielectric loss and
negligibly small leakage current. The major results are as the following.
First, the effects of the BaTiO3 (BTO) additive on the electrical properties of
CCTO polycrystalline ceramics by the conventional solid state reaction were
systematically investigated. Compared with CCTO ceramics (εr ~ 77,000 and tanδ ~
0.11 at 1 kHz), CCTO-BTO composites show significantly reduced dielectric losses
although their dielectric constants are depressed approximately one order of
magnitude (εr ~ 4,200 and tanδ ~ 0.07 at 1 kHz for 5 mol% BTO-added CCTO
composites). In addition, the leakage currents of these composites are greatly reduced
at the applied voltage above ~50 V/cm. A large reduction in the dielectric losses and
the leakage currents is attributed to the secondary phases at CCTO grain boundary.
Second, in order to reduce a high dielectric loss and a large leakage current
in CCTO ceramics, sol-gel coating of the perovskite oxides such as BaTiO3,
(Ba,Sr)TiO3 (BSTO) and CaTiO3 (CTO) was performed on CCTO particles. CCTO
composites with non-uniform BTO and BSTO coating exhibit significantly reduced
dielectric losses and leakage currents while the dielectric losses and leakage currents
in CCTO-CTO composites are not improved. Especially, the sample using 5 mol%
BTO-coated CCTO powder exhibits the most improved properties of the dielectric
loss (tanδ ~0.04 up to 100 kHz) and the leakage current (less than 1% up to DC field
of ~ 1 kV/cm) although a large suppression in its dielectric constant (εr ~ 6,000 up to
100 kHz) is unavoidable. This improvement is mainly attributed to the increase in the
activation energy of grain boundary due to a relatively uniform distribution of the
second phases at CCTO grain boundary.
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Finally, in order to fabricate CCTO-based composites with the core-shell
structure, TiO2-coated CCTO powder was prepared by sol-gel coating, and then the
coating layer of TiO2 was converted into BTO phase by the hydrothermal reaction at
200°C for 4 h in air. CCTO-TiO2 composites using uniformly TiO2-coated CCTO
powder show higher dielectric constants of ~100,000 in 102-107 Hz compared with
that of CCTO ceramics, which are the highest values among CCTO-based composites.
Furthermore, their dielectric losses are greatly reduced to ~0.05 at 1 kHz, and their
leakage currents are also decreased in the applied DC field, which are attributed to the
improved insulation of grain boundary. However, the improvement of dielectric and
electrical properties was unobtainable from CCTO composites with BTO coating
layer due to their relatively low sintered densities.
In conclusion, although CCTO composites with BTO additive or with
perovskite oxide coating including BTO and BSTO are very effective for reducing the
dielectric losses and leakage currents of CCTO ceramics, a serious reduction in the
dielectric constants are unavoidable since it is impossible to obtain a uniformly coated
layer on the surfaces of CCTO particles by the sol-gel process, and further BTO and
BSTO chemically react with CCTO to form the second phases above 950˚C in air. On
the other hand, to overcome the fatal problems without degradation in the dielectric
constants, TiO2 coating on CCTO particles by the sol-gel process is very effective
since TiO2 can be uniformly coated on CCTO particles and also it is chemically
compatible with CCTO. In addition, a uniform coating of BTO is possible by the two
step coating processes composed of a uniform coating of TiO2 by the sol-gel process
and subsequent reaction with Ba hydroxide by the hydrothermal process. Thus, TiO2-
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and BTO-coated CCTO powder are considered to be good candidates for high
performance MLCC devices at relatively low frequency regime (< 1 MHz) which can
replace pure BTO or BSTO powder.

Keywords: CaCu3Ti4O12, Perovskite oxide, Core-shell structure, Colossal dielectric
response (CDR), Dielectric property, Leakage current
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in (c) and as a Curie-Weiss plot in (d).
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R

ECENTLY, CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO) ceramics have been reported to possess
one of the largest static dielectric constants ever measured, reaching nearly

εr~100,000 for single crystal and ~10,000 for polycrystalline specimen at room
temperature [1.1-7]. The higher the dielectric constant, the more charge it can store,
and thus smaller electronic circuit can be designed. In addition, CCTO ceramics
retains its enormously high dielectric constant over a wide range of temperature
from 100 to 600 K [1.1], making it possible for a wide range of applications.
However, the high dielectric loss and large leakage current with a low breakdown
voltage in CCTO have hindered a real application in the capacitor industry. CCTO
ceramics with high dielectric constant could be used as high-performance capacitor
if the dielectric loss and leakage current of CCTO ceramics were reduced. For this
reason, many research groups have tried to solve these problems by doping or
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fabricating CCTO-based composites [1.8-13]. CCTO ceramics doped with some
elements such as Nd [1.8], Al [1.9], and Mg [1.10] exhibited the high dielectric
constants (> 10,000 at 1 kHz) with dielectric losses of ~0.05, representing that the
doping in CCTO ceramics is ineffective for reducing the dielectric loss. In contrast,
many groups [1.11-13] reported that the dielectric losses of CCTO-based
composites could be reduced to ~0.03 at 1 kHz. Unfortunately, however, their
composites commonly showed seriously reduced dielectric constants (< 4,000) at
the same frequency.
The colossal dielectric response (CDR) of CCTO ceramics is explainable
by the internal barrier layer capacitor (IBLC) model, which consists of conducting
grain and insulating grain boundary [1.6]. According to this model, the dielectric
constant is proportional to the grain boundary capacitance (Cgb) value, and the Cgb
value closely related to the average grain size of CCTO ceramics. Therefore,
CCTO ceramics with larger grains (> 100 μm) showed the high dielectric constants
compared with CCTO ceramics composed of fine grains (< 10 μm) [1.14]. In
addition, the combinational method of impedance spectroscopy and real space
imaging by scanning probe microscopy also supported the grain boundary IBLC
model [1.14-18].
In CCTO polycrystalline ceramics, the grain boundary plays an important
role for improving the original performance or generating a new function and
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property. Grain boundary phases are usually produced by a chemical reaction
between grains and some additives. On the basis of our knowledge, aiming at
reducing the high dielectric loss and large leakage current of CCTO without a
serious depression in the dielectric constant, we tried to prepare CCTO coated with
oxides of low dielectric loss since the dielectric and electrical properties would be
effectively improved if a core-shell structure, composed of semiconducting CCTO
powder covered with insulating layer, could be formed. Thus, we systemically
investigated the dielectric and electrical properties of CCTO-based composite
ceramics using coated CCTO powder by the sol-gel process and hydrothermal
reaction. The fabrication and characterization of CCTO-based composite ceramics
are demonstrated in this dissertation, and the dissertation consists of six chapters as
the following.
Chapter 2 Background and Previous Works gives an overview of the
dielectric properties of CCTO single crystal and polycrystalline ceramics, and the
origin of CDR in CCTO ceramics.
Chapter 3 CaCu3Ti4O12 composites with the BaTiO3 additive
introduces the fabrication of CCTO-BTO composite using the conventional solidstate reaction. The effects of the BTO additive on the microstructures and electrical
properties of CCTO polycrystalline ceramics are systematically investigated. In
addition, BTO-added CCTO composite ceramics are analyzed for understanding
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the electrical properties by complex impedance (Z*) and modulus (M*)
spectroscopy.
Chapter 4 CaCu3Ti4O12–based composites by the sol-gel process
describes the fabrication for insulation coating of CCTO powder and the
characterization of their dielectric and electrical properties. To reduce the dielectric
loss and the leakage current of CCTO ceramics without a serious degradation in the
dielectric constant, the insulation coating, such as BaTiO3, (Ba,Sr)TiO3, and
CaTiO3, of CCTO powder was performed by the sol-gel process. According to the
IBLC model, the leakage current would be effectively suppressed if a core-shell
structure, composed of semiconducting CCTO powder covered with insulating
layer, could be formed.
Chapter 5 CaCu3Ti4O12 composites with the core-shell structure
introduces the fabrication and characterization of the insulation-coated CCTO
powder prepared by the sol-gel process and hydrothermal reaction. The first part is
the dielectric and electrical properties of TiO2-coated CCTO powder using the solgel process. The second part is the fabrication of BTO-coated CCTO powder,
which is converted from TiO2 coating layer to BaTiO3 coating layer by the
hydrothermal reaction. In addition, the dielectric properties of CCTO-BTO
composite ceramics with the sintering aid of glass materials are also described.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion describes the conclusion of the dissertation with a
suggestion for further research.
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CHAPTER 2
Background and Previous Works
2.1 CaCu3Ti4O12 ceramics

C

aCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO) ceramics showing colossal dielectric response (CDR,
εr>~10,000) have attracted a worldwide attention. Subramanian et al. [2.1]

have synthesized CCTO ceramics using the solid state reaction at 1000-1200˚C for
20h in air and measured the dielectric constants (εr) of ~12,000 at 1 kHz for the
first time. The crystal structure of CCTO is a 1:3 A-site ordered perovskite
(AʹAʺ3B4O12). The oxygen octahedral is heavily tilted and Aʺ site Cu cations adopt
a four-fold square-planar coordination. The unit cell is a doubled simple perovskite
cell as shown in Fig. 2.1 and is commonly indexed as Im3 (No. 204). The
octahedral tilting occurs because of the large cation size mismatch between the Aʹsite Ca2+ (1.34 Å) and the Aʺ-site Cu2+ (0.57 Å) cations [2.2].
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Figure 2.1 Structure of CaCu3Ti4O12 shown as TiO6 octahedra, Cu atoms bonded
to four oxygen atoms, and large Ca atoms without bonds. [2.1]
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2.2 CaCu3Ti4O12 single crystals
An abrupt variation in the dielectric constant (εr), which is frequently
observable in ferroelectric materials at their phase transition temperatures, is
unobservable in CCTO ceramics due to the absence of phase transition over a wide
temperature region of 100-600 K [2.1, 2.3-5]. Since the CCTO compound shows
incongruent melting at 1165˚C in air according to Kim et al. [2.6], it is unable to
grow the CCTO single crystal directly from its melt with the CCTO composition.
Several research groups synthesized the CCTO single crystals commonly by using
the travelling-solvent floating-zone (TSFZ) method in an image furnace, and
reported their dielectric properties [2.5, 2.7-9]. For instance, Homes et al. [2.5]
synthesized the CCTO single crystal from the nominal composition of CCTO:TiO2
= 4:1 and obtained high dielectric constant values over 100,000 at the frequency
regime of 1 kHz-1 MHz, as shown in Fig. 2.2. Ferrarelli et al. [2.7] and Krohns et
al. [2.8-9] also could grow the CCTO single crystals from the same composition
with Homes et al., exhibiting high dielectric constants over 100,000. In our
previous report [2.10], we could successfully grow pure CCTO single crystals by
the self-flux method. As-grown CCTO single crystals exhibited well-developed
(100) habit planes, and EPMA analyses revealed that the cation ratio of an asgrown crystal was very close to the stoichiometric CCTO composition with the
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Figure 2.2 The temperature dependence of the real part of the dielectric response ε1
(a) and the dissipation factor (or loss component) (b) of a single crystal of CCTO,
at different frequencies between 20 Hz and 1 MHz. [2.5]
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cation ratio of Ca:Cu:Ti = 1:3:4. Both the dielectric constants and dielectric losses
of twinned CCTO single crystal are significantly higher than those of untwined
CCTO crystal at relatively low frequency regime (< 10 kHz), suggesting that the
twin boundary affects the dielectric property.
In contrast to the abundant investigations for CCTO polycrystalline, the
origin for dielectric properties of CCTO single crystals has been rarely reported in
literatures. Several research groups commonly synthesized the CCTO single
crystals with twin boundaries by using the travelling-solvent floating-zone method
in an image furnace, and reported the dielectric constants over 100,000 [2.4, 2.6-8].
According to their investigation, CDR is responsible for the existence of twin
boundaries in single crystals but the detailed investigations on the microstructure
using high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) are absent.
However, Ferrarelli et al. [2.7] have suggested that the origin for CDR in CCTO
single crystals should be nonidentical and the non-ohmic contact effect between
sample and electrode are responsible for CDR in single crystals. In our previous
paper [2.10], CCTO single crystals without twin boundary, which were grown by
the self-flux method, also exhibited the dielectric constants of ~100,000 as shown
in Fig. 2.3(a), representing that the result was not consistent with the origin for
CDR in CCTO single crystals in previous reports [2.5, 2.7-9]. To clarify the origin
of CDR in CCTO ceramics, we investigated the effects of electrodes, such as Ag,
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Figure 2.3 The frequency dependence of the dielectric constants (a) and the
dielectric loss (b) of CCTO single crystal with various electrodes. (c) Complex
imdepance Zʺ vs Zʹ plots for CCTO single crystal. (d) I-V characteristics of CCTO
single crystal with Ag electrode by the four probe measurement. [2.10]
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Au, and InGa, on the dielectric properties of CCTO single crystal. Although the
relatively higher εr value of ~200,000 at 1 kHz was observable in the CCTO single
crystal with Ag electrode due to the high Rcontact value of ~74 kΩ, the εr values in
CCTO single crystal with Au and InGa electrodes were remarkably lower than that
of sample with Ag electrode at the same frequency, indicating that the εr values in
CCTO single crystal were strongly dependent on the electrodes. Moreover, CCTO
polycrystalline with various electrodes exhibited non-linear I-V characteristics
though the ohmic conductions of CCTO single crystal with those electrodes were
observable in the I-V characteristics. Consequently, it is concluded that the high
Rcontact value of CCTO single crystal is indispensable for inducing CDR.

2.3 CaCu3Ti4O12 polycrystal
CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO) ceramics were firstly reported by Subramanian et al.
[2.1], which showed a dielectric constant at 1 kHz of about 12,000 that is nearly
constant from room temperature to 300˚C in Fig 2.4. The exceptional result could
be observed only CCTO compound among ACu3Ti4O12 (A=Cd, La, Sm, Dy, Y, Bi,
Nd, and Gd) family compounds in Table 2.1. Due to high dielectric constants,
CCTO ceramics are potential candidates for capacitor applications. However, a real
application of CCTO ceramics has been hindered by the fatal problems of the high
dielectric loss and the large leakage current [2.1, 2.3-5].
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Figure 2.4 Relative dielectric constant and loss tangent data for CCTO at 1 MHz.
[2.1]
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Table 2.1 Dielectrica and cell edge data for ACu3Ti4O12 phases (at 25˚C) [2.1].

Compound

Relative dielectric
constant

Loss tangent

a (Å at 25˚C)

CaCu3Ti4O12

10,286

0.067

7.391

CdCu3Ti4O12

409

0.093

7.384

La2/3Cu3Ti4O12

418

0.060

7.427

Sm2/3Cu3Ti4O12

1,665

0.048

7.400

Dy2/3Cu3Ti4O12

1,633

0.040

7.386

Y2/3Cu3Ti4O12

1,743

0.049

7.383

Bi2/3Cu3Ti4O12

1,871

0.065

7.413

BiCu3Ti3FeO12

692

0.082

7.445

LaCu3Ti3FeO12

44

0.339

7.454

NdCu3Ti3FeO12

52

0.325

7.426

SmCu3Ti3FeO12

52

0.256

7.416

GdCu3Ti3FeO12

94

0.327

7.409

YCu3Ti3FeO12

33

0.308

7.394

a

Measured at 100 kHz.
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The dielectric constants of CCTO ceramics are strongly dependent on the
processing conditions, such as sintering temperature and time. As shown in Fig. 2.5,
Lee et al. [2.11] reported that an abrupt increase in the dielectric constant from
~3,000 to 170,000 at 1 kHz occurred with increasing the sintering temperature
from 980˚C to 1000˚C for 12 h, respectively, which was accompanied by a very
large increase in the average grain size from 5 to 300 μm, respectively. With
further increasing the sintering temperature, the dielectric constant values at 1 kHz
were slightly decreased to ~150,000 at 1020˚C with no variation in the average
grain size, significantly decreased to ~770,000 at 1040˚C with a large decrease in
the average grain size (~150 μm), and then maintained the values of ~70,000 above
1060˚C without noticeable variation in the average grain size. Also, Adams et al.
[2.12] reported that the dielectric constants of CCTO ceramics sintered at 1100˚C
with increasing holding time from 3 to 24 h were increased from ~9,000 to
~280,000 at 10 kHz, respectively, that the average grain size of CCTO ceramics
were ~5 μm (for 3 h) and ~100 μm (for 24 h) in Fig. 2.6. According to the previous
reports [2.11-18], the dielectric constant of CCTO ceramics are increased with
increasing the average grain size. Meanwhile, an abnormal grain growth is
frequently observable in CCTO ceramics due to the presence of CuO-rich liquid
phase at grain boundary. The segregation of CuO at grain boundary of CCTO
ceramics was clearly observable after thermal etching at 900˚C for 1 h in air as
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Figure 2.5 (A) The dielectric constants and dielectric losses of CCTO ceramics
fabricated at various sintering temperature from 980 to 1080˚C for 12 h as a
function of frequency from 100 Hz to 15 MHz. The inset shows the log-log plot of
dielectric loss of CCTO ceramics. (B) SEM micrographs of CCTO ceramics
sintered at various sintering temperature from 980 to 1080˚C for 12 h. [2.11]
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Figure 2.6 Impedance complex plane plot. Z* at -300 K for CCTO ceramics
sintered at 1100˚C in air for 3 h (a) and 24 h (b). Frequency dependence on Cʹ (c)
and dielectric loss (d) at -300 K for CCTO ceramics. SEM micrographs of ceramic
microstructure for CCTO ceramics sintered at 1100˚C in air for 3 h (e) and 24 h (f).
[2.12]
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shown in Fig. 2.7. Several groups reported that Cu-rich secondary phase segregated
at grain boundary played the key role as the extrinsic origin for the giant dielectric
response in CCTO ceramics [2.20-22].The presence of CuO could be related to the
eutectic liquid formation between CuO and TiO2 phases [2.23].
The origin of CDR in CCTO ceramics is commonly explained in terms of
an internal barrier layer capacitor (IBLC) model. According to this model, CCTO
ceramics are electrically heterogeneous and consist of conducting grains and
insulating grain boundaries in Fig. 2.8, and hence the grain boundary of CCTO
ceramics showing high R and C values can act as an extrinsic source for high
dielectric constant values in Table 2.2 [2.11, 2.24]. Also, it may be possible to use
a Schottky barrier to describe the effect of the grain boundary [2.12]. No
percolation path for high conductivity is available and the macroscopic direct
current (DC) resistance is insulating. By carrying out Impedance spectroscopy (IS),
it appears that at high f a sharp drop occurs in Cʹ vs f plots and the giant extrinsic
grain boundary (GB) permittivity reduces to the grain relative dielectric
permittivity of ~100 (Fig 2.8(b)). In CCTO ceramics, the inhomogeneous dielectric
behavior is obvious: GB and grain resistance can differ by a factor of up to ≈105.
As shown in Fig. 2.9, GB and grain semicircles are not both visible at the same
temperature. At high T (300 K), the GB exhibit the fully developed semicircle in
the Zʺ vs Zʹ plot, whereas the Rgrain is small and the grain relaxation peak occurs at a
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Figure 2.7 EPMA compositional mapping of CCTO ceramics sintered at 1060˚C
for 12 h. [2.19]
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Figure 2.8 Internal barrier layer capacitor (IBLC) structure for CCTO: (a) Ceramic
grains are represented schematically by cubes (solid lines). The semiconducting
grain (grain) regions are represented by smaller (blue) cubes. The surrounding
insulating grain boundary areas are colourless. (b) IS data from CCTO ceramics
represented in the notation of the real part of capacitance Cʹ vs f. (c) Idealized
equivalent circuit model to account for GB and grain dielectric relaxation processes.
[2.4]
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Table 2.2 The ρg, ρgb, Cg, and Cgb values of CCTO ceramics sintered at various
temperature ranging from 980 to 1060˚C for 12 h using Z* and M* spectroscopy
[2.11].
Sintering temp.(˚C)

ρg (Ωcm)

Cg (pF/cm)

ρg (MΩcm)

Cgb (pF/cm)

980

365

177

169

13,300

1000

93.3

369

42

944,600

1020

54.3

490

71

1,131,900

1040

54.2

384

92

473,600

1060

36

168

50

323,900

1080

42.8

333

36

366,900
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Figure 2.9 Complex impedance Zʺ vs Zʹ plots for ceramic CCTO. GB and grain
contributions are indicated. (a) At 300 K, only GB semicircle is visible, where the
grain only appears as a non-zero intercept of the data curve with the Zʹ axis at high
f (see brain arrow ‘b’ in the figure inset). (b) On cooling the grain relaxation peak
shifts to lower f and is visible at 104, 115 and 130 K. The change in semicircle
diameter indicates thermally activated charge transport. The GB semicircle is only
partially visible due to high R and cannot be resolved. [2.4]
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higher f than the measured spectrum. The difference of frequency response is
related to the polarization mechanism in Fig. 2.10; the response of grain boundary
at low frequency is resulted from the space charge polarization and the response of
grain at high frequency is associated with the orientation polarization. Non-zero
intercept with the Zʹ axis appears at the upper limit of f as demonstrated by the red
arrow in the Fig 2.11(a) inset. In Fig. 2.11(b), at low T, the Rgrain is larger, the grain
relaxation peak has shifted to lower f in agreement with the following equation,

(− ʺ) ≈

− ʺ(

)≈

;

;

ʺ(

( ʺ) ≈
)≈

(2.1)
(2.2)

On the other hand, the RGB is too large to be resolved in the form of a fully
developed GB semicircle and only the onset is visible. The decreasing size of the
grain semicircle in Fig. 2.10(b) with increasing T is indicative of thermally
activated charge transport. The associated charge transport activation energies, Ea,
associated with either GB or grain of CCTO conduction processes, have been
reported to differ up to a factor of ≈10 [2.20, 2.24].
As shown in Fig. 2.11, the large difference displayed in Ea as well as in
the nominal resistance between RGB and Rgrain is a strong indicator that different
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Figure 2.10 Schematic between complex permittivity and frequency showing the
polarization mechanism. [2.25]
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Figure 2.11 Arrhenius plots of GB and grain conductivities for CCTO. The GB
and grain activation energies Ea as well as the nominal conductivity values differ
significatly. [2.24]
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charge transport mechanism must exist. A double Schottky barrier (DSB) model
was proposed in analogous to the barrier model for ZnO varistor [2.26]. Zang et al.
[2.27] suggested that the DSB model of CCTO ceramics is composed of a
symmetrical depletion layer with a negative charge sheet located at grain boundary
in Fig. 2.12. In this model, nt is the areal density of the trapped charge, ΦB is the
barrier height, and Ec, E0 and EF are the energy of the conduction band, deep donor
and Fermi level, respectively. In addition, Ec and ΦB refer the activation energy and
the difference of activation energy between grain and grain boundary, respectively.
The increasing nt will lead to an increase in Ec and ΦB, so it is responsible for the
improvement in the dielectric property of CCTO ceramics. Furthermore, the
relaxation time (τ=RC) shows the effect of the activation energy following Eq. (2.3)

=

exp( )

(2.3)

, where τ0 is the prefactor, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute
temperature. The Eq. (2.3) can explain the relation between the activation energy
and dielectric property.
According to the IBLC model, the leakage currents and dielectric losses
of CCTO ceramics are related to the insulation of the barrier layers. From the
equivalent circuit consisting of two parallel RC elements connected in series shown
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Figure 2.12 Double Schottky barrier model for CCTO ceramics. [2.33]
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in Fig. 2.8(c), it can be seen that the increase of RGB attributes to the decrease of the
leakage current in CCTO ceramics. Yan et al. [2.28] suggested the expression of
tanδ under IBLC model. In the case of the dielectric loss, one can write the
expression of the total complex impedance as,

∗

=

)

(

+

)

(

−

−

=

"
)

(

+

)

(

.

(2.4)

From the above equation, the complex admittance, known as the reciprocal of Z*,
can be derived,

∗

=
It is noticeable that

≫

=

+

, and

.

≫

(2.5)

in the CCTO system. So

the real part of the admittance (G) can be simplified as,

=

.
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Considered that ω

room temperature, and
dielectric loss (tan = ⁄(
=

≪ 1 is basically satisfied in the frequency range at
≈

, Cp is the measurement capacitance, the

) is then approximately to be,

=

+

.

(2.7)

The first term on the right side of Eq. (2.7) becomes dominant at low frequencies (f
< 105 Hz), while the second term becomes dominant at high frequencies (f > 105
Hz). Therefore, the dielectric loss could be lowered by either increasing RGB or
decreasing Rgrain.
In order to overcome the high dielectric loss and the large leakage current
of CCTO ceramics, it has been doped with some other materials [2.29-38], and the
CCTO composites with other oxides of low dielectric loss [2.40-47] have been
prepared. While the electrical resistivity of 2 mol% Mn-doped CCTO at room
temperature was abruptly increased around six orders of magnitude compared with
that of pure CCTO, the capacitance was reduced from 0.3 nF/cm for CCTO to ~4
pF/cm for Mn-doped CCTO below ~50 kHz [2.35], implying that the degradation
in the dielectric constant is so serious that the Mn doping is undesirable. Hong et al.
[2.36] reported that 2 mol% Nb-doped CCTO ceramics showed the highest
dielectric constant value of ~400,000 at 1 kHz among the doped CCTO ceramics
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while its dielectric loss value was ~0.5 at the same frequency. For Zr-doped CCTO
ceramics, Patterson et al. [2.39] reported that 5 wt% ZrO2-doped CCTO ceramics
exhibited the dielectric constant of ~5,000 and the dielectric loss below 0.05 over
the frequency region of 50 Hz-30 kHz. Unfortunately, the leakage current of this
sample was not reported in their paper. Kim et al. [2.40] reported that 2 wt% SiO2CCTO composite ceramics showed the high dielectric constants of 26,000-32,600
at 1-100 kHz whereas the dielectric losses were insignificantly reduced. For 60 vol%
CCTO-SrTiO3 composite sample, the dielectric constant of ~2,000 and the
dielectric loss of < 0.03 with a good temperature stability from -55°C to 150°C at
1-100 kHz were reported by Yu et al. [2.41]. Thongbai et al. [2.42] reported that
33.3 mol% CCTO-CaTiO3 composite ceramics prepared by a polymer pyrolysis
method showed the dielectric constant of ~2,500 below 1 MHz and the dielectric
loss of < 0.05 in the frequency range of 160 Hz-177 kHz. From these previous
literatures, one can see that a significant degradation in the dielectric constant
below ~5,000 is unavoidable in order to achieve low dielectric loss of < 0.05, and
the leakage current characteristics are not reported even though those are very
critical for capacitor applications. In Fig. 2.13, Kim et al. [2.46, 2.47] reported the
dielectric properties of CCTO composite samples fabricated by sintering the BTOCCTO powder mixture. For CCTO composite samples with the same amount of 5
mol% BTO, the dielectric constants of CCTO composite sample (~6,000) using
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Figure 2.13 The frequency dependent dieletric constants (a) and dielectric losses (b)
and I-V measurement under a DC bias condition (c) of CCTO composite samples.
(d) The TEM bright-field image of a particle sampled out of 15mol% BTO-coated
CCTO particle. [2.47]
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BTO-coated powder are higher than those of the composite sample (~4,000) using
BTO-CCTO powder mixture at 100 kHz while both CCTO composite samples
show the lower dielectric loss (<0.05) at the same frequency. Moreover, the sample
using BTO-coated powder exhibits dezens of times lower leakage currents than
those of the sample using BTO-added powder at the whole range of the applied DC
field. The detailed sintering conditions and dielectric properties of doped CCTO
ceramics and CCTO-based composites in literatures are summarized in Table 2.3
and 2.4.
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Table 2.3 Summary for the dielectric properties of doped CCTO ceramics at 1 kHz.
Materials

Sintering condition

Dielectric property

Reference

@1050˚C for 17 h

εr >10000, tanδ <2

29

@1060-1100˚C for 5 h

εr >70000, tanδ <0.05

30

Ca1-xBaxCu3Ti4O12

@1100˚C for 9 h

εr~9000, tanδ ~0.05

31

CaCu3-xLa2x/3Ti4O12

@1050˚C for 20 h

εr~7500, tanδ <0.05

32

CaCu3-xMgxTi4O12

@1100˚C for 12 h

εr~15000, tanδ ~0.05

33

CaCu2.9Fe0.1Ti4O12

@900˚C for 6 h

εr~500, tanδ ~0.5

34

CaCu3-xMnxTi4O12

@1050˚C for 12 h

C~300 pF/cm

35

CaCu3Ti4-xNbxO12+x/2

@1100-1130˚C for 24 h

εr~420000, tanδ ~0.5

36

CaCu3Ti4-xAlxO12-x/2

@1100˚C for 12 h

εr~40000, tanδ ~0.06

37

Cr2O3-doped

@1100˚C for 2 h

εr~5000, tanδ <0.05

38

@1100˚C for 1 h

εr~20000, tanδ <0.05

39

@1100˚C for 2 h

εr~5500, tanδ <0.02

38

@1100˚C for 2 h

εr~6200, tanδ <0.26

38

Ca1-xSrxCu3Ti4O12

ZrO2-doped

Nb2O5-doped
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Table 2.4 Summary for the dielectric properties of CCTO-based composite
ceramics at 1 kHz.

Materials

Sintering condition

Dielectric property

Reference

SiO2

@1060-1140˚C for 12 h

εr~30000, tanδ ~0.1

40

SrTiO3

@1060˚C for 3 h

εr~2000, tanδ <0.03

41

@1050˚C for 5, 10 h

εr~2500, tanδ <0.03

42

@1090˚C for 24 h

εr~1800, tanδ ~0.02

43

@1100˚C for 3 h

εr~3000

44

@1100-1110˚C

εr~4000, tanδ ~0.02

28

@1050˚C for 3 h

εr~4000, tanδ <0.3

45

@1060˚C for 12 h

εr~4000, tanδ ~0.5

46

@1060˚C for 12 h

εr~6000, tanδ ~0.04

47

CaTiO3

MgTiO3

BaTiO3
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CHAPTER 3
CaCu3Ti4O12 composites with the BaTiO3
additive
3.1 Introduction

T

HE miniaturization of electronic devices increases the demand of dielectric
materials with high dielectric constants, low dielectric loss, and good

temperature stability. Recently, CCTO dielectric ceramics have drawn a large
attention because of their extraordinary high dielectric constants of 104~105 in the
temperature region of 100-500 K below 1 MHz. However, a real application of
pure CCTO ceramics has been hindered by their high dielectric losses and large
leakage currents [3.1-5]. In order to overcome these problems, several types of
additives, such as MnCO3 [3.6], ZrO2 [3.7], and SiO2 [3.8], were employed as an
additive to CCTO, and the Cu content in CCTO [3.9-10] was controlled. For the
same purpose, microwave synthesis [3.11] and sol-gel synthesis [3.12] for CCTO
were tried, and the composites of CCTO with other oxides of low dielectric loss
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[3.13-17] were also prepared. For the CCTO composites with other oxides, Fechine
et al. [3.13] reported that a thick CCTO-BTO composite film showed higher
dielectric constant compared with pure CCTO thick film in the frequency regime of
100 Hz-1 MHz, and Yang et al. [3.14] reported that the dielectric permittivity of
(1-x)BaTiO3-xCaCu2.94Mn0.06Ti4O12 composites increased with increasing amounts
of CCMTO and their dielectric losses were kept in the same order of magnitude as
that of BTO. BTO is well-known as electroceramic materials for thermistors,
dielectric capacitors, multilayer ceramic capacitors, and etc., due to its high
dielectric constant (εr ~ 2,000-3,000) and low dielectric loss (tanδ < 0.05) at room
temperature. BTO ceramics have been prepared by various synthesis methods such
as sol-gel [3.18-20], hydrothermal [3.21-22], pechini [3.23-24], and precipitation
[3.25].
In this paper, as an alternative approach to overcome the high dielectric
loss and large leakage current of CCTO without a serious depression in the
dielectric constant, BTO-added CCTO samples were prepared using the
conventional solid-state reaction. We carefully investigated the effects of the BTO
additive on the microstructures and electrical properties of CCTO polycrystalline
ceramics. In addition, we tried to understand the electrical properties of BTOadded CCTO samples by analyzing samples with complex impedance (Z*) and
modulus (M*) spectroscopy.
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3.2 Experimental
BTO-added CCTO samples were performed by using as-prepared BTO
and CCTO powder. Hereafter, sample identifications (IDs) for CCTO with 5, 10,
and 15 mol% BTO are designated as 5BTOA, 10BTOA, and 15BTOA,
respectively. At first, the CCTO compound was fabricated using the precursors of
Ca carbonate (CaCO3, Cerac, 99.95%), Cu oxide (CuO, High Purity Chemicals,
99.99%), and Ti oxide (TiO2, High Purity Chemicals, 99.99%). The precursors
were ball-milled in ethyl alcohol for 24 h with zirconia balls inside a polyethylene
bottle. The resulting product was dried in an oven and calcined at 950°C for 24 h in
air. As-calcined powder was ball-milled for 24 h, pressed into pellets, and
consolidated by cold isostatic pressing with 100 MPa. The pellets were sintered at
1060°C for 12 h in air. Second, using the precursors of Ba carbonate (BaCO3,
Cerac, 99.95%), and Ti oxide (TiO2, High Purity Chemicals, 99.99%), the BTO
compound was synthesized at 1300°C for 24 h in air. After ball-milling of CCTOBTO powder mixture, the powder was pressed into pellets and sintered at 1060 °C
for 12 h in air.
X-ray diffraction (XRD, D8-Advance) analyses of BTO-added CCTO
samples were performed using Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.540598 Ǻ). The
microstructures of samples were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
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JSM-5600), where samples were polished and then thermally etched at 1050°C for
30 min in air. An analytical transmission electron microscope (TEM, FEI Technai
F20) with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was used to analyze the BTOadded CCTO specimens. For the measurements of electrical properties, the Ag
electrode was coated on BTO-added CCTO samples by the screen printing method,
and fired at 600°C for 1 h in air. The frequency-dependent dielectric constant, εr
and dielectric loss, tanδ were measured by an impedance/gain-phase analyzer (HP
4194a) in the frequency regime of 100 Hz - 15 MHz with an oscillation voltage of
500 mV. To determine the leakage currents under DC bias condition, the currentvoltage (I-V) curves of BTO-added CCTO samples were measured with a LCR (L:
Inductance, C: Capacitance, R: Resistance) source meter (Keithley-4200). The Z*
and M* spectroscopy (Solatron 1260) analyses were performed for evaluating the
resistivity (ρ) and capacitance (C) values of grain and grain boundary in the
frequency region of 10-2-106 Hz.

3.3 Results and Discussion
The XRD patterns of BTO-added CCTO samples after sintering at
1060°C for 12 h are shown in Fig. 3.1. Although the BTO ceramics are usually
sintered at high temperature above 1300°C [3.26], BTO-added CCTO samples
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Figure 3.1 The XRD patterns of BTO-added CCTO samples after sintering.
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should be sintered at lower temperature because the melting temperature of CCTO
is about 1165°C in air [3.27]. The second phases of Ba4Ti12O27 (JCPDS 04-0114266) and CaTiO3 (JCPDS 00-042-0423) are detectable on the XRD patterns of
BTO-added CCTO samples after sintering. A small peak of BTO is ascribed to
unreacted BTO particles. These results indicate that CCTO interacts with BTO at
1060 °C in air, and thus forms the Ba4Ti12O27 and CaTiO3 phases.
As Lee et al. [3.28] reported that an abnormal grain growth of CCTO
occurred at the temperature above 1000 ºC in air, pure CCTO shows abnormally
grown microstructure in Fig. 3.2(a) and its average grain size is ~150 μm. Contrary
to pure CCTO, the micrographs of BTO-added CCTO samples in Fig. 3.2(b)-(d)
show fine-grained microstructures (< 5 μm), representing that the abnormal grain
growth can be effectively suppressed by BTO addition. Interestingly, the CCTO
grain shape becomes faceted by BTO addition. In addition, the average grain size
of BTO-added CCTO samples is slightly increased with increasing the BTO
content. These microstructural features of BTO-added CCTO samples are
attributed to the chemical reaction between CCTO and BTO as previously
mentioned.
The STEM micrograph and its EDS elemental mapping for sample
15BTOA are represented in Fig. 3.3(a) and (b), respectively. Segregation of CuO at
grain boundary of CCTO is in good agreement with previous reports by other
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Figure 3.2 The SEM micrographs of sintered BTO-added CCTO samples: (a)
CCTO, (b) 5BTOA, (c) 10BTOA, (d) 15BTOA, respectively.
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Figure 3.3 The Z-contrast STEM image (a), EDS elemental mapping images (b),
and FFT images (c) of sintered 15BTOA samples.
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research groups [3.29-32]. Ni et al. [3.29] and Capsoni et al . [3.30] reported that
Cu-rich secondary phase segregated at grain boundary played the key role as the
extrinsic origin for the giant dielectric response in CCTO. The CaTiO3 phase is also
confirmed by the FFT image in Fig. 3.3(c)-2 and the XRD patterns in Fig. 3.1. The
particle consisted of Ba and Ti could be identified as the BaTiO3 phase from the
FFT patterns in Fig. 3.3(c)-1. However, only a small BTO peak is detected on the
XRD patterns in Fig. 3.1 because most of the BTO particles are decomposed into
other second phases of Ba4Ti12O27 and CaTiO3. The Ba4Ti12O27 phase primarily
coexists with BTO and CaTiO3 phases, indicating that CaTiO3 and Ba4Ti12O27
phases are produced by the chemical reaction between CCTO and BTO. In addition,
the Ba4Ti12O27 phase is also found to infiltrate into the CCTO grain boundary.
In Fig. 3.4(a), the dielectric constant values of BTO-added CCTO samples
are reduced compared with that of pure CCTO sample (~70,000) below 1 MHz.
According to the grain boundary internal barrier layer capacitance (IBLC) model
[3.5], the dielectric constant values in CCTO are strongly dependent on
microstructure and electrical properties of grain boundary with the following
equation of εr ~ dεgb / t, where d is the average grain size, εgb is the dielectric
constant of grain boundary, and t is the grain boundary thickness. On the other
hand, the dielectric loss values (0.07~0.1) in the BTO-added CCTO samples are
slightly lower than that of pure CCTO sample (~0.1) below 1 kHz, and then the
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Figure 3.4 Frequency dependent on εr (a) and tanδ (b) properties of
added CCTO samples.
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values are remarkably decreased to ~0.1 over 1 kHz and maintained up to 100 kHz
as shown in Fig. 3.4(b), which is also attributed to the second phases located at the
grain boundaries of CCTO.
Although the leakage currents of the BTO-added CCTO samples are
higher than those of pure CCTO, the values over ~10 V are much lower than those
of pure CCTO as shown in Fig. 3.5. It is also shown that with increasing the BTO
content, the leakage currents of BTO-added CCTO samples are slightly decreased.
The breakdown voltage of BTO-added CCTO samples are shifted to higher voltage
compared with that of CCTO. These results are obviously related to the second
phases at the grain boundaries of CCTO.
In order to identify the effect of BTO addition on CCTO ceramics, we
performed Z* and M* spectroscopy analyses and then evaluated the ρ and C values
of grain and grain boundary using the following equations,

M * = jwC 0 Z * = M '+ jM "
Z "max =

R
2

M "max =

C0
2C
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wt = wRC = 2pf max RC = 1

(3.4)

where Z″max and M″max are the peak values of the imaginary parts of Z* and M*
spectroscopy, respectively, C0 is the vacuum capacitance (8.854 x 10-14 [F/cm]),
and w is the angular frequency.
The Z* and M* spectroscopy data for pure CCTO and BTO-added CCTO
samples are represented in Fig. 3.6. Hereafter, ρg, ρgb, Cg, and Cgb imply the ρ and C
values of grain and grain boundary, respectively. The Z* spectroscopy data of
BTO-added CCTO samples are composed of two peaks. Since a peak at higher
frequency gets higher with increasing the BTO content in BTO-added CCTO
samples, it can be seen that a peak at lower frequency is from CCTO while another
peak at higher frequency is from BTO. Compared with CCTO, the M″max for BTOadded CCTO samples shifts from 10-1 to ~102 Hz, and their values are
extraordinarily higher than those of other samples, which can explain the low εr
values of the BTO-added CCTO samples in Fig. 3.4(a) by Eq. (3-3). In Table 3.1,
while the ρg values of BTO-added CCTO samples are higher than that of pure
CCTO sample, the ρgb values of BTO-added CCTO samples are lower than that of
pure CCTO sample.
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Figure 3.5 The I-V measurement of BTO-added CCTO samples under a DC bias
condition.
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Figure 3.6 The Z″ and M″ properties of BTO-added CCTO samples in the
measured frequency ranging from 10-3 to 106 Hz: (a) CCTO, (b) 5BTOA, (c)
10BTOA, (d) 15BTOA, respectively.
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Table 3.1 The ρg, ρgb, Cg, and Cgb values of BTO-added CCTO sampels evaluated
from the data measured by Z* and M* spectroscopy.
Sample

ρg (Ωcm)

Cg (pF/cm)

ρgb (MΩcm)

Cgb (pF/cm)

CCTO

36

168

43

39,430

5BTOA

56

1,850

10

16,960

10BTOA

98

3,340

24

11,360

15BTOA

76

940

16

6,040
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3.4 Summary
To overcome the high dielectric loss and large leakage currents of CCTO
polycrystalline ceramics, we employed BTO as the additive to CCTO in this study.
Although the second phases such as CaTiO3 and Ba4Ti12O27 are formed in BTOadded CCTO samples, the BTO additive is found to be effective for preventing the
abnormal grain growth of CCTO and also very effective for reducing both
dielectric loss and leakage currents. However, since the BTO phase shows a
chemical reaction with CCTO and thus the second phases are formed, further study
is required to find a new composite system based on CCTO without the chemical
reaction.
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CHAPTER 4
CaCu3Ti4O12 composites with perovskite oxide
coating
4.1 Introduction

A

miniaturization of electronic devices increases the demand of dielectric

materials with high dielectric constant, low dielectric loss, low leakage

current, and good temperature stability. Recently, CCTO ceramics have drawn a
large attention of researchers due to their extraordinary high dielectric constants of
104~105 in the temperature region of 100-500 K below 1 MHz. However, a real
application of CCTO ceramics has been hindered by the fatal problems of the high
dielectric loss and the large leakage current [4.1-4].
In order to overcome these problems, the CCTO compound has been
doped with some other materials such as MnCO3 [4.5] and ZrO2 [4.6], and the
CCTO composites with other oxides of low dielectric loss, including SiO2 [4.7],
SrTiO3 [4.8], CaTiO3 [4.9], and BaTiO3 [4.10-11], have been prepared. While the
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electrical resistivity of 2 mol% Mn-doped CCTO at room temperature was abruptly
increased around six orders of magnitude compared with that of pure CCTO, the
capacitance was reduced from 0.3 nF/cm for CCTO to ~4 pF/cm for Mn-doped
CCTO below ~50 kHz [4.5], implying that the degradation in the dielectric
constant is so serious that the Mn doping is undesirable. For Zr-doped CCTO
ceramics, Patterson et al. [4.6] reported that 5 wt% ZrO2-doped CCTO ceramics
exhibited the dielectric constant of ~5,000 and the dielectric loss below 0.05 over
the frequency region of 50 Hz-30 kHz. Unfortunately, the leakage current of this
sample was not reported in their paper. Kim et al. [4.7] reported that 2 wt% SiO2CCTO composite ceramics showed the high dielectric constants of 26,000-32,600
at 1-100 kHz whereas the dielectric losses were insignificantly reduced. For 60 vol%
CCTO-SrTiO3 composite sample, the dielectric constant of ~2,000 and the
dielectric loss of < 0.03 with a good temperature stability from -55°C to 150°C at
1-100 kHz were reported by Yu et al. [4.8]. Thongbai et al. [4.9] reported that 33.3
mol% CCTO-CaTiO3 composite ceramics prepared by a polymer pyrolysis method
showed the dielectric constant of ~2,500 below 1 MHz and the dielectric loss of <
0.05 in the frequency range of 160 Hz-177 kHz. From these previous literature, one
can see that a significant degradation in the dielectric constant below ~5,000 is
unavoidable in order to achieve low dielectric loss of < 0.05, and the leakage
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current characteristics are not reported even though those are very critical for
capacitor applications.
As an alternative approach to reduce the dielectric loss and the leakage
current of CCTO ceramics without a serious degradation in the dielectric constant,
we tried to prepare coated CCTO powder with perovskite oxides as precursor in
this study since the leakage current would be effectively suppressed if a core-shell
structure, composed of semiconducting CCTO powder [4.12-16] covered with
insulating layer, could be formed.

4.2 Experimental

The CCTO ceramics sintered at 1060°C for 12 h in air were pulverized
into fine particles for perovskite oxide coating. Details for the fabrication of CCTO
ceramics are reported in our previous paper [4.17]. The 5, 10, and 15 mol% BTO
coating on CCTO powder were performed using the sol-gel process as the
following; Barium acetate, Ba(CH3COO)2 (Sigma Aldrich, 99%), was first
dissolved in acetic acid, (CH3COOH). Titanium isopropoxide, [Ti(OCH(CH3)2]4
(Sigma Aldrich, 99.999%), including acetylaceton (C5H8O2, Sigma Aldrich, 99%)
as a stabilizer, was added drop by drop to the Ba-dissolved solution which was
constantly being stirred and thus the sol was made. The sol might be stabilized
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since [Ti(OCH(CH3)2]4 was known insensitive to moisture if it was chelated with
acetylacetone [4.18]. Then, CCTO powder were put into a yellow solution
containing Ba and Ti elements, and dried at 200°C in an oven. The dried powder
was calcined at 850°C for 3 h in pure oxygen gas atmosphere (hereafter, 5BTOC,
10BTOC, and 15BTOC, respectively). In the case of BSTO coating, an appropriate
amount of Barium acetate, Ba(CH3COO)2 (Sigma Aldrich, 99%), Strontium acetate,
Sr(CH3COO)2 (Sigma Aldrich, 99%) and Titanium isopropoxide, [Ti(OCH(CH3)2]4
(Sigma Aldrich, 99.999%) were dissolved stoichiometrically in acetic acid
respectively, according to the formula of Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3. Then, the powder after
drying in the oven was calcined at 850°C for 3 h in pure oxygen gas atmosphere
(hereafter, 5BSTOC, 10BSTOC, and 15BSTOC, respectively). Also, CTO coating
on CCTO powder is prepared using Calcium acetate, Ca(CH3COO)2 (Sigma
Aldrich, 99%) and Titanium isopropoxide, [Ti(OCH(CH3)2]4 (Sigma Aldrich,
99.999%) with acetic acid. The calcination is performed at 700°C for 3 h in air
(hereafter, 5BSTOC, 10BSTOC, and 15BSTOC, respectively). Finally, CCTO
powder coated with 5, 10, and 15 mol% perovskite oxides were pressed into pellets
and sintered at 1060°C for 12 h in air.
X-ray diffraction (XRD, D8-Advance) analyses were performed for all
samples using Cu-Kα radiation. The microstructures of samples were observed by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JSM-5600) after the thermal etching process
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at 1050°C for 30 min in air. An analytical transmission electron microscope (TEM)
(JEOL JEM-3000F, FEI Technai F20) with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
was also employed for the microstructure analysis. For the measurements of
electrical properties, the Ag electrode was deposited on samples by the screen
printing method, and the frequency-dependent dielectric constant, εr, and dielectric
loss, tanδ, were measured by an impedance/gain-phase analyzer (HP 4194a) in the
frequency regime of 1 kHz-15 MHz. To determine the leakage currents under a DC
bias condition, the current-voltage (I-V) curves of samples were measured with a
LCR (L: Inductance, C: Capacitance, R: Resistance) source meter (Keithley-4200).
The Z* and M* spectroscopy analyses for identifying the resistivity (ρ) and C
values of grain and grain boundary were performed using Solatron 1260 and
Agilent E4991a at relatively low frequency region (10-2-106 Hz) and high
frequency region (106-109 Hz), respectively. All data from the Z* and M*
spectroscopy were obtained using the equivalent circuit with two parallel R and C
elements of grain and grain boundary. The activation energies of grain and grain
boundary were obtainable by measuring the real and imaginary part of Z* under the
various measuring temperature ranging from 103 to 553 K.
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4.3 CaCu3Ti4O12-BaTiO3 composites

In previous report on 5-15 mol% CCTO-BTO composite samples [4.11],
we reported significantly reduced dielectric losses of < 0.05 up to 100 kHz
although their dielectric constants were largely suppressed to 3,000~4,000. In
addition, although the BTO additive was effective for the improvement of the
dielectric loss (< 0.05), the leakage currents could be improved only in a limited
DC field region of 0.1~2 kV/cm. As an alternative approach to reduce the dielectric
loss and the leakage current of CCTO ceramics without a serious degradation in the
dielectric constant, we tried to prepare BTO-coated CCTO powder as precursor in
this study since the leakage current would be effectively suppressed if a core-shell
structure, composed of semiconducting CCTO powder [4.14-18] covered with
insulating layer, could be formed. For the BTO coating on the surface of CCTO
powder, we selected the sol-gel process since it had been used for the fabrication of
BTO films and powder [4.19-22].
The XRD patterns of BTO-coated CCTO powder calcined at 850°C for 3
h in pure oxygen gas atmosphere are represented in Fig. 4.1(a). It is obvious that
there exist two phases of CCTO (ICDD card No. 01-075-2188) and BTO (ICDD
card No. 01-078-4475), indicating that no chemical reaction occurs between CCTO
and BTO at 850°C for 3 h in pure oxygen gas atmosphere. With increasing the
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Figure 4.1 The XRD patterns of BTO-coated CCTO powder after calcination at
850˚C for 3h in pure oxygen gas atmosphere (a), and those of CCTO-BTO
composite samples after sintering at 1060˚C for 12 h in air (b).
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amount of BTO, the peak intensities of the BTO phase are increased. However, as
shown in Fig. 4.1(b), the second phases such as Ba4Ti12O27 (ICDD card No. 01089-6712) and CaTiO3 (ICDD card No. 00-042-0423) are observed for CCTOBTO composite samples after sintering at 1060°C for 12 h in air, and their peak
intensities are increased with increasing the BTO content from 5 to 15 mol%.
These results show that the CCTO phase is no more compatible with the BTO
phase but chemically reacts with it to form the Ba4Ti12O27 and CaTiO3 phases at the
sintering conditions. These second phases have also been detected in the BTOadded CCTO ceramics sintered at 1060°C for 12 h in air [4.11]. Though not
presented here, our independent study on the 15 mol% BTO-added CCTO
composite showed that CCTO was compatible with BTO up to 925°C in air since
these second phases began to appear above 950°C in air. This result is in good
agreement with the previous paper by Fechine et al. [4.10] since they reported a
thick film (thickness ~150 μm) of 50 wt% CCTO-BTO composite with no
chemical reaction between CCTO and BTO at 900°C in air.
The SEM micrographs of pure CCTO and BTO-coated CCTO powder are
shown in Fig. 4.2. Compared with pure CCTO particles in Fig. 4.2(a), BTO-coated
CCTO particles in Figs. 4.2(b)-(d) exhibit much more small particles on the
surfaces of large CCTO particles, and their areal densities are increased with
increasing the BTO content. These small particles are presumed to be sol-gel
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Figure 4.2 The SEM micrographs of pure CCTO (a), 5BTOC (b), 10BTOC (c),
and 15BTOC (d) powder after calcination at 850˚C for 3 h in pure oxygen gas
atmosphere.
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coated BTO particles. To fully identify these small particles, we analyzed them
with HR-TEM. The results are shown in Fig. 4.3. Figure 4.3(a) shows a low
magnification image of a particle sampled out of 15 mol% BTO-coated CCTO
powder. One can see that many small particles are attached to the particle surface.
The red square area in Fig. 4.3(a) was magnified by HR-TEM as shown in Fig.
4.3(b). From the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) patterns of (1), (2), and (3), it
is obvious that the small particle within the red square area is the BTO nanoparticle
and it forms a clear interface with CCTO. Therefore, it is clear that the small
particles observed in Fig. 4.3(a) are the BTO nanoparticles attached to the surface
of CCTO. Unfortunately, from the micrographs in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3(a), the
BTO-coating of CCTO particles by the sol-gel process does not form a uniform
core-shell structure but a non-uniform covering of CCTO with BTO nanoparticles.
Figure 4.4 shows the SEM micrographs of all samples sintered at 1060˚C
for 12 h in air. While pure CCTO sample is composed of abnormally grown large
grains with the average grain size of ~50 μm as shown in Fig. 4.4(a), CCTO-BTO
composite samples in Figs. 4.4(b)-(d) consist of fine grains, representing that the
abnormal grain growth of CCTO can be suppressed by the BTO-coating on CCTO.
With increasing the BTO content, however, the average grain sizes of CCTO
samples were slightly increased from ~1.4±0.5 μm (5BTOC) to ~2±0.8 μm
(15BTOC), suggesting that the BTO interaction with CCTO to form the second
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Figure 4.3 The TEM bright-field image of a particle sampled out of 15BTOC
sample (a) and high resolution TEM image (b) of the square area related by red line
in (a). (1), (2), and (3) represent the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) patterns of
the square area related by blue line in the image (b).
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Figure 4.4 The SEM micrographs of pure CCTO (a), 5BTOC (b), 10BTOC (c),
and 15BTOC (d) samples after sintering at 1060˚C for 12 h in air.
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phases might be responsible for this grain growth. Furthermore, their
microstructures are composed of round-shaped grains while those of BTO-added
CCTO ceramics [4.11] consist of faceted grains, representing that these results are
related to a difference in the BTO addition to CCTO between BTO coating and
BTO mixing.
The dielectric properties of sintered samples are represented in Fig. 4.5.
As shown in Fig. 4.5(a), the dielectric constants of CCTO-BTO composite samples
(6,000~8,000) are largely suppressed in comparison with that of pure CCTO
sample (~52,000) below 100 kHz. Although the dielectric constants of pure CCTO
sample are abruptly decreased at ~100 kHz, those of CCTO-BTO composite
samples are maintained up to 1 MHz. On the other hand, the dielectric losses of
CCTO-BTO composite samples (0.02~0.07) are lower than those of pure CCTO
sample (tanδ ~0.1) below 10 kHz in Fig. 4.5(b). While pure CCTO sample exhibits
a rapid increase in the dielectric loss at ~10 kHz, CCTO-BTO composite samples
show such an abrupt increase at much higher frequency of ~100 kHz. The lowest
dielectric losses up to 200 kHz are obtained from the 5BTOC sample. However,
with increasing the BTO content from 5 to 15 mol%, the dielectric losses of
CCTO-BTO composite samples are increased from 0.04 to 0.075 in the region of
1-100 kHz, respectively. The dielectric constants of ~6,000 with low dielectric
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Figure 4.5 The frequency dependent dielectric constants (a) and dielectric losses (b)
of CCTO-BTO composite samples.
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losses (tanδ < 0.05) up to 200 kHz from this CCTO composite sample of 5BTOC
are superior to any data previously reported for CCTO-based ceramics [4.5-11].
Figure 4.6 represents the leakage currents versus applied DC electric field
for all samples. The leakage currents of all samples are gradually increased with
increasing the DC field. Compared with pure CCTO sample, CCTO-BTO
composite samples show the lower leakage currents over the whole DC field region.
Particularly, 5BTOC sample shows the lowest leakage currents among all samples.
In our previous paper [4.11], we reported the dielectric properties of CCTO-BTO
composite samples fabricated by sintering the CCTO-BTO powder mixture. For
CCTO composite samples with the same amount of 5 mol% BTO, the dielectric
constants of CCTO composite sample (~6,000) using BTO-coated powder are
higher than those of the composite sample (~4,000) using CCTO-BTO powder
mixture at 100 kHz while both CCTO composite samples show the lower dielectric
loss (<0.05) at the same frequency. Moreover, the sample using BTO-coated
powder exhibits the tens of times lower leakage currents than those of the sample
using BTO-added powder at the whole range of the applied DC field.
Consequently, the BTO coating is surely more effective for the improvement of the
electrical properties of pure CCTO sample.
The significant reduction in the dielectric loss and the leakage current for
CCTO-BTO composite samples may be explained by their microstructure. The
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Figure 4.6 I-V measurement under a DC bias condition of CCTO-BTO
composite samples.
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STEM images of CCTO-BTO composite samples with the EDS elemental mapping
are represented in Fig. 4.7. The particles consisted of Ba and Ti components, which
are confirmed to be the Ba4Ti12O27 phase from FFT patterns (no shown), are
located at the CCTO grain boundaries. The CaTiO3 and CuO phases are also
observed around the Ba4Ti12O27 phases. The Ba4Ti12O27 and CaTiO3 phases must be
formed by the chemical reaction between CCTO and BTO and infiltrated into
CCTO grain boundary during the sintering of BTO-coated CCTO powder. In the
case of 5BTOC sample, as shown in Fig. 4.7 (a) and (b), the Ba4Ti12O27 phase is
unobservable at CCTO grain boundary although it is detectable from the XRD
patterns in Fig. 4.1(b), which is probably due to its relatively smaller amount
uniformly distributed at CCTO grain boundary. Whereas, the Ba4Ti12O27 phase
agglomerated at CCTO grain boundary is easily observed for the 15BTOC sample
in Figs. 4.7 (c) and (d). Consequently, this agglomeration of the Ba4Ti12O27 phase is
responsible for the degradation in the dielectric loss and leakage current properties
of the CCTO composite samples with higher BTO contents.
In order to identify the effect of the BTO coating on the CCTO sample,
we performed Z* and M* spectroscopy analyses to evaluate the R and C values of
both grain and grain boundary using the following equations,

M * = jwC 0 Z * = M '+ jM "
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Figure 4.7 The Z-contrast STEM images of 5BTOC (a) and 15BTOC (c) samples.
Ca, Cu, Ba, and Ti spectral images of 5BTOC (b) and 15BTOC (d) samples
analyzed for the square area related by the orange line in (a) and (c), respectively
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R
2

(4.2)

C0
2C

(4.3)

wt = wRC = 2pf max RC = 1

(4.4)

Z "max =

M "max =

where Z″max and M″max are the peak values of the imaginary parts of Z* and M*
spectroscopy, respectively, C0 is the vacuum capacitance (8.854 x 10-14 [F/cm]),
and w is the angular frequency. The Z* and M* spectroscopy data and the
resistance for CCTO-BTO composite samples are represented in Fig. 4.8. The ρg,
ρgb, Cg, and Cgb values are the ρ and C values of grain and grain boundary. The
values calculated from the data with the equations (4.1)-(4.4) are summarized in
Table 4.1. As shown in Fig. 4.8 (b)-(d), the frequency dependent imaginary parts of
Z* and M* spectroscopy data for CCTO-BTO composite samples exhibit the
higher Mʺ peaks near 10 Hz than pure CCTO sample at 10-1 Hz, representing that
Cgb values of CCTO-BTO composite samples are relatively lower than that of pure
CCTO samples. In Table 4.1, 5BTOC sample shows the highest ρgb value among
the samples. As shown in Fig. 4.8(e), the Rgb values of 5BTOC sample are
absolutely increased, and the R values related to the interface between CCTO grain
boundary and Ba4Ti12O27 (Rinterface) are also higher than those of pure CCTO,
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Figure 4.8 The Z˝ and M˝ properties of CCTO-BTO composite samples in the
measure of frequency ranging from 10-2 to 106 Hz: (a) pure CCTO, (b) 5BTOC, (c)
10BTOC, and (d) 15BTOC, respectively. The resistance of CCTO and 5BTOC
samples at various temperature (e).
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Table 4.1 The ρg, ρgb, Cg, and Cgb values of CCTO-BTO composite samples
sintered at 1060˚C for 12 h in air. The data were evaluated from the data measured
by Z* and M* spectroscopy.
Sample

ρg (Ωcm)

Cg (pF/cm)

ρgb (MΩcm)

Cgb (pF/cm)

CCTO

36

170

43

323,940

5BTOC

62

2,266

81

34,820

10BTOC

64

795

15

19,460

15BTOC

109

4

12

18,880
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indicating that the highest ρgb value is attributed to the increased Rgb and Rinterface
values. Furthermore, Yan et al. [4.23] reported that the dielectric loss can be
lowered by increasing Rgb at low frequency (f ≤ 105 Hz). It is indicated that the
increased Rgb and Rinterface values in CCTO-BTO composite samples are strongly
related to their reduced dielectric losses and leakage currents. However, with
increasing the BTO content from 5 to 15 mol%, the ρgb values of CCTO-BTO
composite samples decreased from 81 to 12 MΩcm. The decrease in the ρgb values
is considered to be closely related to the distribution of the second phases in the
microstructure of sintered CCTO-BTO composite samples. As mentioned earlier,
while the second phases of 5BTOC sample are somewhat uniformly distributed at
CCTO grain boundary as shown in Fig. 4.7 (a) and (b), those of 15BTOC sample
are segregated at CCTO grain junction in Fig. 4.7 (c) and (d). Interestingly,
although the ρgb values of 10BTOC and 15BTOC samples are lower than that of
pure CCTO sample, those composite samples exhibit lower leakage currents above
5 V/cm compared with that of pure CCTO sample. The reason is that the total grain
boundary areas of these composite samples are much larger than that of pure
CCTO sample due to their much smaller average grain sizes. On the other hand,
compared to the Cgb value of pure CCTO sample with higher dielectric constant
(>10,000) below 100 kHz, CCTO-BTO composite samples with lower dielectric
constant (~6,000) at the same region of frequency exhibit the reduced Cgb values.
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This tendency is in good agreement with previous study [4.4, 4.12-16]. Lee et al.
[4.16] reported that the improvement of dielectric constant in the CCTO ceramics
was surely attributable to the high Cgb values. With increasing the BTO content
from 5 to 15 mol%, the ρg values are increased from 62 to 109 Ωcm while the C g
values are decreased from 2,266 to 4 pF/cm, respectively, representing that those
values might be affected by the diffusion of the Ba elements into CCTO compound
due to the chemical reaction between CCTO and BTO.
The -Zʺ-logf plots of pure CCTO and 5BTOC samples are represented in
Fig. 4.9. According to the -Zʺ-logf plots, the ρg and ρgb for pure CCTO and 5BTOC
samples are obtained at various temperatures. Then, Figure 4.10 shows the
Arrhenius plots of ρg and ρgb for pure CCTO and 5BTOC samples. It is shown that
the ρgb values are larger than those of grains at a given measuring temperature.
Also, the ρgb values are more rigorously decreased with measuring temperature
compared with the ρg values. One can see that all the ρg and ρgb values obey the
Arrhenius law, and the activation energies were obtained from the following
equation,

=

exp(−

)

(4.5)

, where Ea, kB, and T are the activation energy, the Boltzmann constant, and the
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Figure 4.9 The -Zʺ-logf plots of pure CCTO (a) and 5BTOC (b) samples at 103573 K.
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absolute temperature, respectively. The activation energy values of pure CCTO and
5BTOC samples are summarized in Table 4.2. The activation energies from grain
and grain boundary of pure CCTO sample show the values of ~0.13 and ~0.64 eV,
respectively. Adams et al. [4.14] reported the activation energies of ~0.06 and ~0.6
eV for grain and grain boundary in CCTO ceramics, respectively. This discrepancy
might be due to a difference in the sintering conditions. However, 5BTOC sample
exhibits the three peaks on –Zʺ versus f at the measuring temperatures, which three
peaks indicates grain, grain boundary, and the second phase. The activation energy
values related to the second phase, Ba4Ti12O27, is ~0.89 eV, that is higher than the
values of grain boundary for pure CCTO ceramics. It is indicating that the
increased activation energy of 5BTOC sample affects to the reduced dielectric loss
and leakage current of CCTO ceramics.
To overcome the large dielectric loss and the large leakage current of
CCTO ceramics, we tried to employ the BTO additive using sol-gel coating in this
study. Compared with pure CCTO sample of εr ~52,000 and tanδ ~0.38 at 100 kHz,
the sintered sample with applied the 5mol% BTO-coating for CCTO powder,
which was composed of fine grains (< 2 μm) after sintering at 1060˚C for 12 h in
air, exhibited the reduced dielectric constant (~6,000) and dielectric loss (~0.04).
With increasing the BTO content up to 15 mol%, however, the CCTO-BTO
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Table 4.2 The activation energies from grain and grain boundary of CCTO-BTO
composite samples sintered at 1060˚C for 12 h in air. The data were evaluated from
the Arrhenius equation at measuring temperature from 103 to 573 K.
(eV)

CCTO

5BTOC

Eag

0.126 (±0.0064)

0.105 (±0.0016)

Eagb

0.644 (±0.0132)

0.789 (±0.0162)

Eas
∆(Eagb-Eag)

0.841 (±0.0294)
0.518

0.684
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composite samples showed the insignificantly varied dielectric constants with
increased dielectric losses (> 0.05) at 100 kHz. CCTO composite sample using 5
mol% BTO-coated CCTO powder showed the lowest leakage currents among all
samples, which is attributed to better distribution of the second phases at the CCTO
grain boundary and increase of the activation energy for CCTO grain boundary.

4.4 CaCu3Ti4O12-(Ba,Sr)TiO3 composites
Two types of CaCu3Ti4O12-BaTiO3 composites, which were fabricated by
the solid state reaction and the sol-gel process, exhibited the reduced dielectric
losses and leakage current with the suppression of the dielectric constants in the
previous chapter. (Ba,Sr)TiO3 material is also well-known as having low dielectric
loss and used for MLCC capacitor [4.24-26]. Without the degradation of dielectric
constant, we tried to prepare (Ba,Sr)TiO3-coated CCTO powder for improvement
of drawbacks, the high dielectric loss and large leakage current of CCTO ceramics.
Furthermore, we investigated to check the reactivity with CCTO and BSTO and to
confirm the uniform coating on CCTO particles in this study.
The XRD patterns of BSTO-coated CCTO powder calcined at 850°C for
3h in pure oxygen gas atmosphere are represented in Fig. 4.11(a). There exist two
phases of CCTO (ICDD No. 075-2188) and BSTO (ICDD No. 039-1395).
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However, in Fig. 4.11(b), the second phases of Ba4Ti12O27 (ICDD No. 089-6712)
and Ca0.5Sr0.5TiO3 (ICDD No. 070-8505) are observed for CCTO-BSTO composite
samples after sintering at 1060°C for 12 h in air, their peak intensities increased
with increasing the BSTO content from 5 to 15 mol%. These results show that the
CCTO phase reacts with the BSTO phase to form the second phases at the sintering
condition.
The SEM micrographs of CCTO and BSTO-coated CCTO powder are
shown in Fig. 4.12. Compared with CCTO particles, BSTO-coated CCTO particles
exhibit much more small particles on the surface of large CCTO particles, and their
areal densities are increased with increasing the BSTO content. To clarify these
small particles, we analyzed 15BSTOC particles with HR-TEM. It is obvious that
the small particles are the BSTO nanoparticles and these form a clear interface with
CCTO from TEM dark field diffraction patterns in Fig. 4.13(b). Therefore, it is
clear that the BSTO nanoparticles attach to the surface of CCTO. From the
micrographs in Fig. 4.11-12, the sol-gel coating of BSTO is non-uniformly covered
CCTO particles. These results are in good agreement with BTO-coated CCTO
powder in our previous report [4.27].
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Figure 4.11 The XRD patterns of BSTO-coated CCTO powder after calcination at
850˚C for 3 h in pure oxygen gas atmosphere (a), and those of CCTO-BSTO
composite samples after sintering at 1060 ˚C for 12 h in air (b).
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Figure 4.12 The SEM micrographs of pure CCTO (a), 5BSTOC (b), 10BSTOC (c),
15BSTOC (d) powder after calcination at 850˚C for 3 h in pure oxygen gas
atmosphere.
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Figure 4.13 The TEM bright-field image of a particle sampled out of 15BSTOC
sample (a) and its dark field image (b).
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Figure 4.14 The SEM micrographs of pure CCTO (a), 5BSTOC (b), 10BSTOC (c),
and 15BSTOC (d) samples after sintering at 1060˚C for 12 h in air.
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Figure 4.14 shows the SEM micrographs of all samples sintered at
1060°C for 12 h in air. In Fig. 4.14(a), pure CCTO sample shows the abnormally
grown grains (~150 μm). However, CCTO-BSTO composite samples are
composed of fine grains, and 10BSTOC sample shows the largest grain size
(~28.50 μm) in CCTO-BSTO composite samples. It is representing that the
addition of BSTO is suppressed the abnormal grain growth of CCTO. Furthermore,
the faced grains in CCTO-BSTO composite samples in Fig. 4.14(b)-(d) are also
observed in CCTO-BTO composite sample by solid-state reaction in ref. [4.11].
The STEM micrograph and its EDS elemental mapping for 15BSTOC
sample are represented in Fig. 4.15(a) and (b), respectively. Contrary to CCTOBTO composite samples [4.11], the segregation of CuO is hardly observed at grain
boundary of CCTO. However, there are agglomerated Ba4Ti12O27 and
Ca0.5Sr0.5TiO3 phases at CCTO grain boundary, which phases are already
confirmed by XRD patterns in Fig. 4.11(b). As mentioned before, the chemical
reaction between CCTO and BSTO during the sintering at 1060˚C for 12h is
attributed to the production of the second phases, Ba4Ti12O27 and Ca0.5Sr0.5TiO3.
As shown in Fig. 4.16(a), the dielectric constants (~10,000) of CCTOBSTO composite samples are slightly reduced in comparison with that of CCTO
sample (~52,000) below 100 kHz. The 10BSTOC sample shows the highest
dielectric constants in CCTO-BSTO composite samples until 1 MHz, which is
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Figure 4.15 The Z-contrast STEM image (a), EDS elemental mapping images of
sintered 15BSTOC sample.
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(b) of CCTO-BSTO composite samples.
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related to the microstructure with the slightly increased grain size. In CCTO-based
composite samples by the sol-gel process [4.27], the dielectric constants of CCTOBSTO composite samples show the highest value (>10,000) at 100 kHz. In Fig.
4.15(b), although the dielectric losses of CCTO-BSTO composite samples show
the higher values than pure CCTO sample in the region of low frequency, those are
observed the lower values over 1 kHz and the lowest dielectric losses are obtained
from 5BSTOC sample among CCTO-BSTO composite samples.
Figure 4.17 represents the leakage currents dependent on applied DC
electric field for pure CCTO samples and CCTO-BSTO composite samples. The
leakage currents of all samples are gradually increased with increasing the DC field.
At the lower DC field, CCTO-BSTO composite samples except 10BSTOC sample
exhibit the reduced leakage currents, but there are the big leakage current
differences between pure CCTO and CCTO-BSTO composite samples over 10
V/cm. 10BSTOC sample shows the higher leakage currents in CCTO-BSTO
composite samples, which is good agreement with the results of dielectric constants
and losses for CCTO-BSTO composite samples in Fig. 4.16.
In order to identify the effect of the BSTO coating on CCTO sample, we
performed Z* and M* spectroscopy analyses to evaluate the R and C values of both
grain and grain boundary. The Z* and M* spectroscopy data for all samples are
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Figure 4.17 I-V measurements under a DC bias condition of CCTO-BSTO
composite samples.
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represented in Fig. 4.18. The ρg, ρgb, Cg, and Cgb values calculated from the data
with the equations (4.1)-(4.4) are summarized in Table 4.3. There are two peaks on
Z* spectroscopy data of CCTO-BSTO composite samples. Since a peak at higher
frequency gets higher with increasing the BSTO content in CCTO-BSTO
composite samples, it is reasonable to suppose that a peak at lower frequency is
from CCTO while another peak at higher frequency is from BSTO. However, M*
spectroscopy data of CCTO-BSTO composite samples shows one peak at higher
frequency. The M˝max values of CCTO-BSTO composite samples are increased
from that of pure CCTO sample, representing that the C values are reduced from
equation (3). In Fig. 4.16(a), the relatively decreased dielectric constants of CCTOBSTO composite samples could be explained by the reduction of Cgb values. In
Table 4.3, while the ρg values of CCTO-BSTO composite samples are increased
with increasing the BSTO content, the ρgb values of CCTO-BSTO composite
samples are lower than that of pure CCTO sample. In case of the C values for
CCTO-BSTO composite samples, the Cg values are also increased with increasing
the BSTO content due to the reaction between CCTO and BSTO. Thus, the Cgb
value of 10BSTOC is unexpectedly high in those of all samples.
The -Zʺ-logf plots of pure CCTO and 5BTOC samples are represented in
Fig. 4.19. According to the -Zʺ-logf plots, the ρg and ρgb for pure CCTO and
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Figure 4.18 The Z˝ and M˝ properties of CCTO-BSTO composite samples in the
measure of frequency ranging from 10-2 to 106 Hz: (a) pure CCTO, (b) 5BSTOC, (c)
10BSTOC, and (d) 15BSTOC, respectively.
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Table 4.3 The ρg, ρgb, Cg, and Cgb values of CCTO-BSTO composite samples
sintered at 1060˚C for 12 h in air. The data were evaluated from the data measured
by Z* and M* spectroscopy.
Sample

ρg (Ωcm)

Cg (pF/cm)

ρgb (MΩcm)

Cgb (pF/cm)

CCTO

36

170

43

323,940

5BSTOC

39

680

9

30,500

10BSTOC

48

2,090

5

174,700

15BSTOC

93

1,880

21

23,480
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5BSTOC samples are obtained. The Arrhenius plots of the ρg and ρgb for pure
CCTO and 5BSTOC samples are represented in Fig. 4.20. According to the
Arrhenius equation (4.5), the activation energies from grain and grain boundary of
5BSTOC sample show the values of ~0.09 and ~0.76 eV, respectively, in Table 4.4.
Compared with pure CCTO sample, the activation energy value from grain of
5BSTOC sample is relatively reduced, whereas the value from grain boundary is
increased. Furthermore, 5BSTOC sample are also observable the ρ related to the
second phase at the measuring temperature. That activation energy exhibits the
value of ~0.84 that is accompanied to improve the dielectric loss and leakage
current of CCTO ceramics. However, the ∆(Egb-Eg) value of 5BSTOC sample is
~0.672 eV, and 5BTOC sample shows the value of ~0.684 eV. It is obvious that the
leakage currents values of these samples are related to their ∆(Egb-Eg) values.
To reduce the dielectric loss and leakage current of CCTO ceramics, the
BSTO coating using the sol-gel process is applied to CCTO powder. Although the
microstructure of CCTO-BSTO composite samples were composed of fine grain,
CCTO-BSTO composite samples showed the high dielectric constants over 10,000
up to 100 kHz, and their dielectric losses are also lower than that of pure CCTO
sample. Furthermore, the BSTO additive is effective for reducing the leakage
currents. It is suggested that the reduction of dielectric losses and leakage currents
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Figure 4.19 The -Zʺ-logf plots of pure CCTO (a) and 5BSTOC (b) samples at 103573 K.
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Table 4.4 The activation energies from grain and grain boundary of CCTO-BSTO
composite samples sintered at 1060˚C for 12 h in air. The data were evaluated from
the Arrhenius equation at measuring temperature from 103 to 573 K.
(eV)

CCTO

5BSTOC

Eag

0.126 (±0.0064)

0.087 (±0.0053)

Eagb

0.644 (±0.0132)

0.759 (±0.0099)

Eas
∆(Eagb-Eag)

0.839 (±0.0168)
0.518
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of CCTO-BSTO composites samples is attributed to the increased activation
energy.

4.5 CaCu3Ti4O12-CaTiO3 composites

CaTiO3 (CTO) material has a large dielectric constant of ~ 2,500 with the
low dielectric loss. Lee et al. [4.28] reported the CaO-CuO-TiO2 ternary system at
950˚C in air, and it is inferred that CCTO and CTO phase are compatible on the
CaO-CuO-TiO2 ternary system. Many research groups studied the CaCu3Ti4O12CaTiO3 composites. Yan et al. [4.23] reported that the dielectric loss of the x=0.5
in CaCu3Ti4O12-xCaTiO3 ceramics was decreased to ~0.02 over the frequency
range from 50 to 2,000 Hz, and its dielectric constant was kept to be 4,000.
Ramirez et al. [4.29] fabricated CaCu3Ti4O12/CaTiO3 ceramic composites using
conventional and microwave sintering, and the conventionally sintered samples
exhibited the dielectric constant of ~3,000 at 1 kHz compared with the samples
sintered in the microwave furnace (~2,100). Kobayashi et al. [4.30] found that the
x=1 in Ca1+xCu3-xTi4O12 sample exhibited a dielectric constant of ~1,800 with a low
dielectric loss of 0.02 below 100 kHz from 220 to 300 K. According to previous
reports, CCTO-CTO composite showed the low dielectric loss, but the degradation
of their dielectric constants could not be avoided. In this study, we prepared
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CCTO-CTO composite sample using the sol-gel process. Furthermore, these
composite samples were investigated the dielectric properties and leakage currents
without the second phases due to the chemical reaction between CCTO and CTO.
The XRD patterns of CTO-coated CCTO powder calcined at 700°C for 3
h in air are represented in Fig. 4.21(a). It is clear that there exist two phases of
CCTO (ICDD card No. 01-075-2188) and CTO (ICDD card No. 01-088-0790),
which is identical with the CaO-CuO-TiO2 ternary phase diagram in our previous
report [4.28]. With increasing the amount of CTO, the peak intensities of CTO
phase are increased. As shown in Fig. 4.21(b), no second phases are observed on
the XRD patterns of CCTO-CTO composite samples after sintering at 1060°C for
12 h in air. It seems that CCTO phase is compatible with CTO phase at 1060°C.
Figure 4.22 represents the SEM micrographs of pure CCTO and CCTOCTO composite samples after sintering at 1060°C for 12 h. While pure CCTO
sample is composed of abnormally grown large grains with the average grain size
of ~150 μm, CCTO-CTO composite samples consist of fine grains (<50 μm), as
shown in Fig. 4.22 (b)-(d). It is indicating that CTO addition is also suppressed to
abnormal grain growth of CCTO during the sintering. However, the average grain
sizes are slightly increased with increasing the amount of CTO. It is inferred that
CaCu3Ti4O12 composition in CCTO-CTO composite samples after sintering at
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Figure 4.21 The XRD patterns of CTO-coated CCTO powder after calcination at
700˚C for 3 h in air (a), and those of CCTO-CTO composite samples after sintering
at 1060˚C for 12 h in air (b).
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Figure 4.22 The SEM micrographs of pure CCTO (a), 5CTOC (b), 10CTOC (c),
and 15CTOC (d) samples after sintering at 1060˚C for 12 h in air.
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1060°C for 12h is moved to x~-0.019 in Ca1-xCu3+xTi4O12-type solid solution (0.019≤x≤0.048) from ref [4.28].
The dielectric properties of sintered samples are shown in Fig. 4.23. In Fig.
4.23(a), while the dielectric constants of CCTO-CTO composite samples are
slightly increased from pure CCTO sample below 1 kHz, those are decreased in
comparison with that of pure CCTO sample above 1 kHz. Thus, unlike other
coated CCTO sample by the sol-gel process, the two plateaus of the dielectric
constants in CCTO-CTO composite samples are observed. In Fig. 4.23(b), on the
other hand, CCTO-CTO composite samples are observed the peak of the dielectric
loss in the region of 100 Hz-100 kHz, and their peak values are increased with
increasing the CTO content in CCTO-CTO composite samples, indicating that the
addition of CTO is ineffective to reduce the dielectric loss of CCTO ceramics.
Figure 4.24 represents the leakage currents versus applied DC electric
field for CCTO-CTO composite samples. The leakage currents of the samples are
gradually increased with increasing the DC field. The leakage currents of pure
CCTO and 10CTOC samples show the similar values in region of all DC field, but
5CTOC and 15CTOC samples are observed the higher leakage currents over the
whole DC field region. It is likely that the result is related to the CCTO
composition shift in Ca1-xCu3+xTi4O12-type solid solution.
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(b) of CCTO-CTO composite samples.
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composite samples.
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The R and C values of electrically active grain and grain boundary regions
in many electroceramics can be estimated by impedance spectroscopy (IS). Data
can often be modelled on an ideal equivalent circuit consisting of two parallel RC
elements connected in series, one RC element for the grain and the other for the
grain boundary response. For such a circuit, each RC element gives rise to a
semicircular arc in impedance complex plane plots, Z* and a plateau in
spectroscopic plots of the real component of the permittivity (or C). In order to
identify the effect of CTO addition on CCTO ceramics, we performed Z* and M*
spectroscopy analyses with Eq. (4.4),

wt = w RC = 2p f max RC = 1

(4.4)

, where τ is the relaxation time, τ=RC, ω=2πf and f is the applied frequency (in Hz).
In general, τ for grain boundary regions is much larger than for the grain and the
grain boundary response is relaxed out at lower frequencies than grain effects.
Often, RC elements have ωmax values that lie outside the available frequency range,
especially if they represent either insulating regions with high R or semiconducting
regions with low R. In such cases, only parts of arcs may be observed. A Z* plot
for pure CCTO sample at room temperature contains an arc with nonzero intercept
at high frequency, Fig. 4.25(a). However, CCTO-CTO composite samples show
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Figure 4.25 Impedance complex plane plot, Z* at room temperature for CCTOCTO composite samples (a) and an expanded view of the high frequency data close
to the origin (b).
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the uncompleted semicircular arc, and their semicircular arc could be completed at
higher frequency due to their lower Rgb values, referring to the equation (1). In
addition, with increasing the CTO content, the Rgb values of CCTO-CTO
composite samples seem to be increased while their Rg values are decreased in
comparison with that of pure CCTO in Fig. 4.25(b).
Figure 4.26 represents the -Zʺ-logf plots of pure CCTO and 5CTOC
samples at the various temperature from 103 to 573 K. According to the -Zʺ-logf
plots, the ρg and ρgb for pure CCTO and 5CTOC samples are obtained. The
Arrhenius plots of the ρg and ρgb for pure CCTO and 5CTOC samples are
represented in Fig. 4.27. According to the Arrhenius equation (5), the activation
energies from grain and grain boundary of the samples are summarized in Table
4.5. Unlike 5BTOC and 5BSTOC samples, 5CTOC sample shows the two linear
behaviors in ln ρ vs 1/T plots, representing that CTO phase do not affect the
resistivity in CCTO-CTO composite samples. The Eag value (0.128 eV) of 5CTOC
sample is similar to that (0.126 eV) of pure CCTO sample, whereas the reduced
Eagb value (0.475 eV) is observable. Therefore, the ∆(Egb-Eg) value of 5CTOC
sample is decreased to 0.347 eV, representing that the reduced ∆(Egb-Eg) value is
accompanied with increased dielectric losses and leakage currents of CCTO-CTO
composite samples.
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Figure 4.26 The -Zʺ-logf plots of pure CCTO (a) and 5CTOC (b) samples at 103573 K.
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Table 4.5 The activation energies from grain and grain boundary of CCTO-BSTO
composite samples sintered at 1060˚C for 12 h in air. The data were evaluated from
the Arrhenius equation at measuring temperature from 103 to 573 K.
(eV)

CCTO

5CTOC

Eag

0.126 (±0.0064)

0.128 (±0.0045)

Eagb

0.644 (±0.0132)

0.475 (±0.0072)

∆(Eagb-Eag)

0.518

0.684
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To overcome the high dielectric loss and the large leakage current of CCTO
ceramics without the reaction between CCTO and additives, we tried to employ the
CTO additives using the sol-gel coating in this study. Although no second phases
were observed on the XRD patterns of CCTO-CTO composite samples, their
slightly increased grain sizes might be related to the reaction between CCTO and
CTO phases. In addition, CCTO-CTO composite samples showed the dielectric
constants of over 100,000 at 1 kHz, and the peaks of dielectric losses in CCTOCTO composite samples were appeared in the range of 100 Hz-100 kHz.
According to the Z* plots, the Rgb values of CCTO-CTO composite samples were
decreased with increasing the amount of CTO phase. However, it was ineffective to
apply CTO additives for reducing their leakage currents because of the unexpected
composition shift of CCTO in Ca1-xCu3+xTi4O12-type solid solution.

4.6 Summary
To reduce the dielectric loss and leakage current of CCTO ceramics, we
tried to employ the additives using the sol-gel coating in this study. The insulating
coating of CCTO particles by the sol-gel process did not form a uniform core-shell
structure but a non-uniform covering of CCTO with insulating nanoparticles, such
as BTO, BSTO, and CTO. Compared with pure CCTO sample, CCTO composite
samples with BTO and BSTO were observed the slightly reduce dielectric
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constants due to the reduced average grain size of CCTO. CCTO composite
samples exhibited the reduced dielectric losses (>0.05) at 1 kHz and the lower
leakage currents. Especially, 5BTOC samples showed the lowest dielectric loss and
leakage current among all composite samples because the second phases were
uniformly distributed at the CCTO grain boundary. Also, the dielectric and
electrical properties are affected by the increased activation energies from grain
boundary of 5BTOC and 5BSTOC samples. Further improvement is expected for
real application like multilayer ceramic capacitors if insulating coating on CCTO
powder becomes more uniform enough to form the core-shell microstructure
through a noble processing route.
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CHAPTER 5
CaCu3Ti4O12 composites using
structured CaCu3Ti4O12 powder

core-shell

5.1 Introduction

W

ELL-DEFINED oxide coating on the sub-micrometer sized powder has
become increasingly important in modifying the physicochemical

properties of the core particles [5.1-4]. Recently, TiO2 coating on the Ni particles
became very important in multilayer ceramic capacitors (MLCC) using Ni
electrodes, which are the most common passive components in electronics. The
BaTiO3-based active layer and Ni electrode layer became increasingly thinner to
achieve a higher capacitance or to downsize the capacitor [5.5]. TiO2 and BaTiO3
are the best candidates among the materials for coating because other materials
might affect the dielectric properties of the active layer. Ti-hydroxide is
successfully coated onto a core, the Ti-hydroxide layer can be a valuable platform
for fabricating a BaTiO3, SrTiO3, PbTiO3 and Pb(Zr,Ti)3 coating layer, which can
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be realized by the hydrothermal conversion [5.6]. In this study, a Ti-hydroxide
coating on CCTO particles and its hydrothermal conversion to BaTiO3 are
promising approach for an improvement of dielectric loss and leakage current for
CCTO ceramics.

5.2 CaCu3Ti4O12 composites using TiO2-coated CaCu3Ti4O12
powder
Surface coating of nanoparticles with various materials to form core-shell
structure results in the formation of materials that can be used for the development
of catalyst, and optoelectronic devices [5.7-9]. Especially, TiO2 coating and hollow
TiO2 spheres are of great importance in the applications of the catalyst, photonic
crystals, and white pigments [5.10-11]. Thus, TiO2 phase is compatible with
CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO) phase on the CaO-CuO-TiO2 ternary system at 950˚C in air
[5.12]. In the previous chapter, CCTO core reacted with insulation coating layer,
such as BaTiO3, (Ba,Sr)TiO3, and CaTiO3, above 950˚C and were formed the
second phases after sintering. To solve the problem, we applied the TiO2-coating
on CCTO powder by the sol-gel process.

5.2.1 Experimental
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The CCTO ceramics sintered at 1060°C for 12 h in air were pulverized
into fine particles for BTO coating. Details for the fabrication of CCTO ceramics
are reported in our previous paper [5.13]. The TiO2 shell was derived via sol-gel
hydrolysis precipitation of titanium n-butoixde (Ti(OC4H9)4) followed by
calcination treatment. A certain amount of modified-CCTO particles was dispersed
in the mixture solution of water-ethanol with molar ratio of 1:10 and 3.0 M HCl
aqueous solution was added adjusted to the mixture liquid until pH was about 5-6.
The suspension was sonicated for 30 min in an ultrasonic cleaning bath and
subsequently vigorously stirred for 1h. The different concentration of Ti(OC4H9)4
ethanol solution was slowly dropped into the above suspension. A slow and
gradual supersaturation is essential to achieve the heterogeneous nucleation of
titanium hydroxide onto modified-CCTO particles. The stock suspension was
stirred for 2 h to ensure the coating. The precipitates were separated from the
mother liquor by filtering and washing with ethanol. The resulting materials were
dried for 12 h in the oven. Finally, CCTO powder coated with 1, 3, 5, 7, and 10 wt%
TiO2 were pressed into pellets and sintered at 1060°C for 12 h in air (hereafter,
1TiO2C, 3TiO2C, 5TiO2C, 7TiO2C, and 10 TiO2C, respectively). In addition, to
investigate the effects of the process on the dielectric and electrical properties of
CCTO-TiO2 composite samples, we mixed 10 wt% TiO2 powder and CCTO power
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using ball-milling, and then sintered that powder at 1060˚C for 12 h in air
(hereafter, 10TiO2A).
X-ray diffraction (XRD, D8-Advance) analyses were performed for all
samples using Cu-Kα radiation. The microstructures of samples were observed by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JSM-5600) after the thermal etching process
at 950°C for 30 min in air. An analytical transmission electron microscope (TEM)
(JEOL JEM-2100F) with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was also employed
for the TiO2 coating layer analysis. For the measurements of electrical properties,
the Ag electrode was deposited on samples by the screen printing method, and the
frequency-dependent dielectric constant, εr, and dielectric loss, tanδ, were
measured by an impedance/gain-phase analyzer (HP 4194a) in the frequency
regime of 1 kHz-15 MHz. The Z* and M* spectroscopy analyses for identifying the
resistivity (ρ) and C values of grain and grain boundary were performed using
Solatron 1260 and Agilent E4991a at relatively low frequency region (10-2-106 Hz)
and high frequency region (106-109 Hz), respectively. All data from the Z* and M*
spectroscopy were obtained using the equivalent circuit with two parallel R and C
elements of grain and grain boundary. The activation energies of grain and grain
boundary were obtainable by measuring the real and imaginary part of Z* under
the various measuring temperature ranging of 103-553 K. To determine the leakage
currents and their mechanism of composite samples under a DC bias condition, the
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current-voltage (I-V) curves of samples were measured at various temperatures
from 298 to 573 K using a LCR (L: Inductance, C:Capacitance, R: Resistance)
source meter (Keithley-4200).

5.2.2 Results and discussion
The SEM micrographs of pure CCTO and TiO2-coated CCTO powder are
shown in Fig. 5.1. Compared with pure CCTO particles in Fig. 5.1(a), the particles
of 1TiO2C are partially covered with TiO2 phase. With increasing the TiO2 content,
CCTO particles exhibit their smooth surface, indicating that CCTO particles are
uniformly coated to TiO2.
To clarify the TiO2 coating layer on CCTO particles, we analyzed them
with STEM. The STEM image of 5TiO2C particle with the EDS elemental
mapping is represented in Fig. 5.2. It is confirmed that the thickness of TiO2
coating layer on CCTO particle is about 15 nm, and consists of Ti and O
components on EDS mapping. Thus, the TiO2 coating layer is not crystalline but
amorphous phase due to non-heat treatment of CCTO powder after TiO2 coating.
Figure 5.3 represents the XRD patterns of pure CCTO and 5TiO2C
samples after sintering at 1060˚C for 12 h in air. There exist two phases of CCTO
(ICDD card No. 01-075-2188) and rutile TiO2 (ICDD card No. 00-021-1276). The
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Figure 5.1 The SEM micrographs of pure CCTO (a), 1TiO2C (b), 3TiO2C (c),
5TiO2C (d), 7TiO2C (e), and 10TiO2C (f) powder after TiO2 coating.
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Figure 5.2 The TEM bright-field image of a particle sampled out of 5TiO2C
sample (a), and HR-TEM image (b) of the part of (a). Ca, Cu, Ti, and O spectral
images (c) analyzed for the square area related by the white line in (b).
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Figure 5.3 The XRD patterns of pure CCTO sample and 5wt% TiO2-coated CCTO
powder after sintering at 1060˚C for 12 h in air.
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result could be expected by the previous study; CCTO and TiO2 phases are
compatible on the CaO-CuO-TiO2 ternary system at 950˚C in air [5.12]. In addition,
the amorphous Ti-hydroxide coating layer on CCTO particles is converted into
rutile TiO2 phase after sintering since TiO2 phase is the anatase phase up to 750˚C,
and the phase transformation from anatase to rutile occurs with further increasing
temperature above 750˚C.
One can see the SEM micrographs of CCTO-TiO2 composite samples in
Fig. 5.4. In the previous chapter, CCTO composite samples were composed of fine
grains without abnormal grain growth. However, the abnormal grain growth of
pure CCTO sample and CCTO-TiO2 composite samples are observed. Furthermore,
7TiO2C and 10TiO2C samples exhibit several pore in their surface in Fig. 5.4(e)-(f).
The formation of the pore is resulted from the decomposition of the Ti-hydroxide
layer during the sintering process. The abnormal grain growth in CCTO-TiO2
composite samples could be explained be two possibilities. One is a mechanical
damage of TiO2 coating layer during mold or CIP process. The other is a CCTO
composition shift in the Ca1-xCu3+xTi4O12-type solid solution at 1060˚C in air.
Further study is required to clarify the reason for abnormal grain growth in CCTOTiO2 composite samples.
The dielectric properties of sintered samples are represented in Fig. 5.5.
As shown in Fig. 5.5(a), CCTO-TiO2 composite samples show the large dielectric
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Figure 5.4 The SEM micrographs of pure CCTO (a), 1TiO2C (b), 3TiO2C (c),
5TiO2C (d), 7TiO2C (e), and 10TiO2C (f) powder after sintering at 1060˚C for 12 h
in air.
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constants of ~100,000 until 100 kHz, and these samples except 10TiO2C sample
are observed higher dielectric constants than that of pure CCTO sample. Although
the dielectric constants of CCTO-TiO2 composite samples with increasing to 5wt%
TiO2 are increased to 14,000 at 1 kHz, the samples with further increasing the TiO2
content exhibit the decreased dielectric constants. Contrary to our results, the
reduced dielectric constants of CCTO-TiO2 composite ceramics were reported by
some research groups [5.14-16], indicating that our results are the highest dielectric
constant values among CCTO-TiO2 composites. In addition, the dielectric losses of
CCTO-TiO2 composite samples are greatly reduced to >0.05 at 1 kHz in Fig. 5.5(b),
representing that TiO2 coating of CCTO particle is effectively reduced dielectric
loss without the suppression of dielectric constants. However, the dielectric losses
of CCTO-TiO2 composite samples are rapidly increased above 100 kHz. These
results are in good agreement with previous reports by other research groups [5.1416]. For instance, Mohamed et al. [5.14] reported that nonstoichiometric CCTO
ceramics with various TiO2 content showed the decreased dielectric losses of <0.5
at 1 kHz. Furthermore, Lin et al. [5.15-16] reported that the dielectric loss of
CaCu3Ti5.5O15 ceramic decreased to ~0.03 at the same frequency due to its
increased Rgb value.
The leakage currents versus applied DC electric field for pure CCTO and
CCTO-TiO2 composite samples are represented in Fig. 5.6. The leakage currents of
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of CCTO- TiO2 composite samples.
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the samples are gradually increased with increasing the DC field. Compared with
pure CCTO sample, CCTO-TiO2 composite samples show the lower leakage
currents over the whole DC field region. Especially, 10TiO2C sample shows the
lowest leakage currents among CCTO-TiO2 composite samples, which values are
similar to those of 5BTOC sample until 30 V/cm.
In order to identify the effect of the TiO2 coating on CCTO sample, we
performed Z* and M* spectroscopy analyses to evaluate the R and C values of both
grain and grain boundary using the following equations,

wt = wRC = 2pf max RC = 1
M * = jwC 0 Z * = M '+ jM "

(5.2)

R
2

(5.3)

C0
2C

(5.4)

Z "max =

M "max =

(5.1)

, where Z″max and M″max are the peak values of the imaginary parts of Z* and M*
spectroscopy, respectively, C0 is the vacuum capacitance (8.854 x 10-14 [F/cm]),
and w is the angular frequency. The ρg, ρgb, Cg, and Cgb values are the ρ and C
values of grain and grain boundary, and these values calculated from the data with
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the equations (5.1)-(5.4) are summarized in Table 5.1. These values in Table 5.1
are independent on the TiO2 content. Although the ρg values of CCTO-TiO2
composite samples are lower than that of pure CCTO, the ρgb values are increased
by TiO2 coating on CCTO particles. It seems that the reduced ρg values of CCTOTiO2 composite samples are affected by the CCTO composition shift to x ~-0.019
in Ca1-xCu3+xTi4O12-type solid solution (-0.019≤x≤0.048) after sintering. The
increase of the ρgb values for CCTO-TiO2 composite samples could be explained to
the improvement of their dielectric losses and leakage currents. In addition, the C g
and Cgb values of CCTO-TiO2 composite samples are also increased from that of
pure CCTO, which are related to the higher dielectric constants of CCTO-TiO2
composite samples.
The -Zʺ-logf plots of pure CCTO, 5TiO2C, and 10TiO2C samples are
represented in Fig. 5.7. According to the -Zʺ-logf plots, the ρg and ρgb for pure pure
CCTO, 5TiO2C, and 10TiO2C samples are obtained. Then, Figure 5.8 shows the
Arrhenius plots of ρg and ρgb for pure CCTO, 5TiO2C, and 10TiO2C samples. It is
shown that the ρgb values are larger than those of grains at a given measuring
temperature. Also, the ρgb values are more rigorously decreased with measuring
temperature compared with the ρg values. One can see that all the ρg and ρgb values
obey the Arrhenius law, and the activation energies were obtained from the
following equation,
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Table 5.1 The ρg, ρgb, Cg, and Cgb values of TiO2-CCTO composite samples
sintered at 1060˚C for 12 h in air. The data were evaluated from the data measured
by Z* and M* spectroscopy.
Sample

ρg (Ωcm)

Cg (pF/cm)

ρgb (MΩcm)

Cgb (pF/cm)

CCTO

36

168

42.70

39,430

1TiO2C

16.90

1,532

147.87

82,210

3TiO2C

22.59

6,780

69.68

115,390

5TiO2C

24.33

358

74.07

29,810

7TiO2C

16.37

2,175

56.50

644,80

10TiO2C

29.98

1,275

219.40

38,950
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Figure 5.7 The -Zʺ-logf plots of pure CCTO (a), 5TiO2C (b), and 10TiO2C (c)
samples at 103-573 K.
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Figure 5.8 The Arrhenius plots of ρg and ρgb values of CCTO (a), 5TiO2C (b), and
10TiO2C (c) samples.
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=

exp(−

)

(5.5)

, where Ea, kB, and T are the activation energy, the Boltzmann constant, and the
absolute temperature, respectively. The Eag and Eagb values are the activation
energies from grain and grain boundary, respectively, and the Ea values of pure
CCTO, 5TiO2C, and 10TiO2C samples are summarized in Table 5.2. The activation
energies from grain and grain boundary of pure CCTO sample show the values of
~0.13 and ~0.64 eV, respectively. Adams et al. [5.17] reported the activation
energies of ~0.06 and ~0.6 eV for grain and grain boundary in CCTO ceramics,
respectively. This discrepancy might be due to a difference in sintering conditions.
In comparison with that of pure CCTO (0.126 eV), CCTO-TiO2 composite samples
show the reduced Eag of ~0.104 eV, whereas the Eagb values are increased from
0.644 eV for pure CCTO samples to ~0.968 eV for 10TiO2C sample with
increasing the TiO2 content. One can see that the ∆(Eagb-Eag) values are increased
from 0.518 eV for pure CCTO samples to 0.865 eV for 10TiO2C sample with
increasing the TiO2 content, representing that the increase of ∆(Eagb-Eag) values is
attributed to the reduced dielectric loss and leakage currents of CCTO-TiO2
composite samples. Therefore, it is obvious that TiO2 coating on CCTO particles is
effective to improve the dielectric and electrical properties of CCTO ceramics.
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Table 5.2 The activation energies from grain and grain boundary of CCTO-TiO2
composite samples sintered at 1060˚C for 12 h in air. The data were evaluated from
the Arrhenius equation at measuring temperature from 103 to 573 K.
(eV)

CCTO

5TiO2C

10TiO2C

Eag

0.126 (±0.0064)

0.104 (±0.0039)

0.103 (±0.0047)

Eagb

0.644 (±0.0132)

0.907 (±0.0129)

0.968 (±0.0120)

∆(Eagb-Eag)

0.518

0.803

0.865
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In comparison with the previous results reported by Lin et al. [5.15-16],
the dielectric constants of Ti-rich CCTO samples were reduced to <10,000 at 1 kHz
while their dielectric losses values (<0.05) were similar to our results. Furthermore,
the ρgb values of their samples increase to 1,300 MΩcm with increasing the TiO2
content, that values are higher than those of our samples. However, the increased
Eagb and ϕB values of CCTO-TiO2 composite samples are observable in this study,
supposing that the existence of TiO2 phase at grain boundary is resulted in the
enhanced dielectric and electrical properties of CCTO ceramics.
The difference in the activation energy of CCTO-TiO2 composite samples
could be explained by their microstructure. Figure 5.9 represents the micrographs
of pure CCTO, 5TiO2C and 10TiO2C samples analyzed by SEM with BSE (BackScattered Electrons) detector. Compared to pure CCTO sample, 5TiO2C sample
exhibits the scattered dark spots, which are confirmed to be TiO2 phase by EDS
elemental mapping (not shown). On the contrary, the dark TiO2 areas with the
linear shape are observable on the surface of 10TiO2C sample, indicating that TiO2
coating layer on CCTO particles moves to CCTO grain boundary with abnormal
grain growth during the sintering process. Consequently, the existence of TiO2 at
CCTO grain boundary is responsible for the increased Eagb values of CCTO-TiO2
composite samples, and it resulted in their improvement of the dielectric and
electrical properties.
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Figure 5.9 The BSE images of polished samples; (a) pure CCTO, (b) 5TiO2C, and
(c) 10TiO2C.
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To investigate the effect of the process for CCTO-TiO2 composite
samples, we prepared CCTO-10wt% TiO2 composite sample by mixing. Figure
5.10 shows the SEM micrographs of 10TiO2A sample. 10TiO2C sample consists of
the abnormally grown grains while 10TiO2A sample is composed of fine grains
without the abnormal grain growth in Fig. 5.10(a). From the BSE micrograph in
Fig. 5.10(c), the dark-colored TiO2 grains in 10TiO2A sample are scattered around
CCTO grains, representing that TiO2 phase in 10TiO2A sample does not exist at
CCTO grain boundary.
The dielectric properties of CCTO-10wt% TiO2 composite samples,
which are fabricated by ball-milling and sol-gel coating, are represented in Fig.
5.11. As shown in Fig. 5.11(a), in the region of 102-103 Hz, 10TiO2A sample
exhibits the higher dielectric constants than those of 10TiO2C sample, and the
dielectric constants are abruptly decreased above 1 kHz. Unlike 10TiO2C sample,
the two plateaus of the dielectric constants in 10TiO2A samples are observed. In
Fig. 5.11(b), on the other hand, 10TiO2A sample shows the peak of the dielectric
loss at 20 kHz, which is related to the second phase, such as TiO2. It is likely that
the two plateaus of dielectric constants and the peak of dielectric losses in 10TiO2 A
sample are resulted from its microstructure in Fig. 5.10(b).
The dielectric behaviors of 10TiO2C and 10TiO2A samples could be
explained by their Z* and M* spectroscopy data in Fig. 5.12. The ρ and C values of
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Figure 5.10 The SEM micrographs of (a) 10TiO2A sample after thermal etching,
and (b) SE mode and (c) BSE mode of polished 10TiO2A sample.
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Figure 5.11 The frequency dependent dielectric constants (a) and dielectric losses
(b) of CCTO-TiO2 composite samples.
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10TiO2C and 10TiO2A samples are calculated by Eq. (5.1)-(5.4) and are
summarized in Table 5.1 and 5.3, respectively. 10TiO2A sample shows two
frequency responses in the M* spectroscopy data; one at low frequency is the C
value of 111,150 pF/cm, and another one at high frequency is the relatively lower
C value of 3,900 pF/cm. It is likely that the C value at low frequency is related to
the CCTO grain boundary with the chemical reaction between CCTO and TiO2,
and another one at high frequency is due to the interface between CCTO and TiO2.
These values are responsible for two plateaus of dielectric constants for 10TiO2A
sample in Fig. 5.11(a). Consequently, TiO2 in 10TiO2A sample does not affect to
the enhancement of CCTO grain boundary, and 10TiO2A sample consists of three
parallel RC elements connected in series; grain, grain boundary, and the interface
between CCTO and TiO2.
Figure 5.13 represents the leakage currents versus applied DC electric
field for 10TiO2A and 10TiO2C samples. 10TiO2C sample shows the lower leakage
currents than those of pure CCTO sample over the whole DC field region, whereas
the leakage currents of 10TiO2A sample are higher than those of pure CCTO
sample. Furthermore, the slope of leakage currents in 10TiO2A sample is changed
at ~10 V/cm, indicating that the resistance of 10TiO2A sample is affected by two
components in the applied DC electric field.
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Figure 5.12 The Zʺ and Mʺ properties of CCTO-TiO2 composite samples in the
measured frequency ranging from 10-2 to 106 Hz: (a) 10TiO2C, and (b) 10TiO2A,
respectively.
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Table 5.3 The ρ and C values of 10TiO2A sample sintered at 1060˚C for 12 h in air.
The data were evaluated from the data measured by Z* and M* spectroscopy at 102
-106 Hz.
ρ1 (MΩcm)

ρ2 (Ωcm)

C1 (pF/cm)

C2 (pF/cm)

1.78

800.54

111,150

3900
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According to the -Zʺ-logf plots in Fig. 5.14, the ρg and ρgb for pure CCTO,
10TiO2A and 10TiO2C samples are obtained, and the Arrhenius plots of ρg and ρgb
for the samples are plotted as shown in Fig. 5.15. 10TiO2A sample exhibits the
three linear plots on ln ρ vs 1000/T, which three lines indicate grain, grain
boundary, and the second phase. The activation energy values of the samples are
summarized in Table 5.4. In comparison of 10TiO2C sample, the Eag value of
10TiO2A sample is increased to 0.110 eV, whereas its Eagb value is decreased to
0.734 eV. Thus, the ∆(Eagb-Eag) value of 10TiO2A sample is lower than that of
10TiO2C sample. As previously mentioned, the higher ∆(Eagb-Eag) value induces
the lower dielectric loss and leakage current in CCTO ceramics. In addition, the
Eas in 10TiO2A sample is much low value of 0.329 eV, indicating that the second
phase of TiO2 is attributed to the high leakage current values.
In many cases, double Schottky potential barriers are created at interface
between n-type grains due to charge trapping at accepter states, resulting in the
bending of the conduction band across the grain boundary. This bending produces
an effective potential barrier and depletion layer for conduction electrons between
the grain and grain boundary regions. To understand the improvement of dielectric
loss and leakage current in (5), we considered the Schottky-type conduction model
to describe the effect of grain boundary. Thus, the electric conduction in the
prebreakdown region should be associated with the thermion emission of the
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Figure 5.14 The -Zʺ-logf plots of pure CCTO (a), 10TiO2C (b) and 10TiO2A (c)
samples at 103-573 K.
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Figure 5.15 The Arrhenius plots of ρg and ρgb values of pure CCTO (a), 10TiO2C
(b) and 10TiO2A (c) samples.
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Table 5.4 The activation energies from grain and grain boundary of CCTO-TiO2
composite samples sintered at 1060˚C for 12 h in air. The data were evaluated from
the Arrhenius equation at measuring temperature from 103 to 573 K.
(eV)

CCTO

10TiO2C

10TiO2A

Eag

0.126 (±0.0064)

0.103 (±0.0047)

0.110 (±0.0006)

Eagb

0.644 (±0.0132)

0.968 (±0.0120)

0.734 (±0.0250)

Eas
∆(Eagb-Eag)

0.329 (±0.0065)
0.518

0.865
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Schottky type and related to the electric field and temperature. Therefore, the
electrical current density (J) and the applied electric field (E) will follow the
relationship

=

ln

(5.6)
= ln

−

(5.7)

, where A is the Richard constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, ϕB is the electric
potential barrier height formed at the interface region, and β is a constant related to
the potential barrier width. J0 is the extrapolated value of E=0.
By considering the Schottky-type conduction model, the plots of ln J
against E1/2 for 10TiO2A and 10TiO2C samples can be used to determine the
potential barrier height at the low current density range. As shown in 5.16(a) and
(c), ln (J/T2) vs E1/2 were plotted to elucidate whether the Schottky-type conduction
model describe the potential barrier at grain boundary in CCTO ceramics.
Following Eq. (6), it is necessary to eliminate the electric field term on the right
side of the equation to calculate the correct potential barrier height. So, J0 data can
be obtained as the curves were extrapolated to E=0. Then, we plot the curves of J0
vs 1/T. As shown in Fig. 5.16(b) and (d), the linear behaviors can also be obtained,
which implies that the variation in the pre-exponential term of Eq. (7) with
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temperature is very small and can be ignored. Therefore, the electric potential
barrier height ϕB can be derived from the slopes of the plots. The results illustrate
that TiO2 coating makes the potential barrier height increase as compared with the
pure CCTO sample. In Table 5.5, the derived ϕB value of 10TiO2C sample is in
good agreement with its ∆(Eagb-Eag) value while 10TiO2A samples shows the
discrepancy. It is inferred that the reduction of dielectric loss and leakage current in
10TiO2C sample could be explained the Schottky-type conduction model, but
10TiO2A sample is affected by different mechanism. Therefore, TiO2 coating
rather than TiO2 mixing is more effective to improve the properties of grain
boundary in CCTO ceramics.
To overcome the high dielectric loss and large leakage current in CCTO
ceramics, we prepared TiO2-coated CCTO powder using the sol-gel process. In
comparison of pure CCTO sample (εr ~77,000 and tanδ ~0.11 at 1 kHz), CCTOTiO2 composite samples exhibit the similar values of dielectric constants and
greatly reduced dielectric loss of ~0.05 at the same frequency. Furthermore, the
reduced leakage currents are observable over the whole DC field region. These
results should be ascribed to the increased activation energy for grain boundary
from IBLC model and the Schottky-type conduction model. Consequently, the
TiO2 coating of CCTO powder is effective to overcome the dielectric loss and
leakage current in CCTO ceramics.
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Table 5.5 The electrical potential barrier height (ϕB) for the Schottky-type
conduction model of CCTO-TiO2 composite samples.

ϕB (eV)

CCTO

10TiO2C

10TiO2A

0.518

0.75 (±0.133)

0.20 (±0.464)
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composites
5.3
CaCu3Ti4O12
CaCu3Ti4O12 powder

using

BaTiO3-coated

BaTiO3 (BTO) is a ubiquitous electronic ceramic widely utilized in the
manufacture of thermistors, multilayer ceramic capacitors (MLCC) and electrooptic devices [5.18]. BTO can be synthesized by wet-chemical methods, such as
the hydrothermal reaction, the sol-gel process, the oxalate route, microwave
heating, coprecipitation, a microemulsion process, and a polymeric precursor
method. The coated Ti-hydroxide layer can be a valuable platform for fabricating a
BTO, coating layer, which can be realized by the hydrothermal conversion [5.6]. In
this study, we tried to fabricate BTO-coated CCTO powder using the hydrothermal
conversion at low temperature, and investigated the dielectric properties of CCTOBTO composite ceramics with glass materials, which is sintering aid for sintering
at low temperature due to the prevention of the chemical reaction between CCTO
and BTO.

5.3.1 Experimental
The CCTO ceramics sintered at 1060°C for 12 h in air were pulverized
into fine particles for BTO coating. Details for the fabrication of CCTO ceramics
are reported in our previous paper [5.13]. The shell TiO2 were derived via sol-gel
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hydrolysis precipitation of titanium n-butoixde (Ti(OC4H9)4), and the process were
described in previous chapter 5.3. The 25, 41, and 58 mol% BTO coating on CCTO
powder (hereafter, 25BTOC, 41BTOC, and 58BTOC, respectively) were
performed; the Ti-hydroxide-coated CCTO powder was added to a Teflon jar
containing DI water and Ba(OH)2 (Ba/Ti molar ratio=2.4), which was subsequently
converted into a BaTiO3 layer by a hydrothermal treatment at 200°C for 4 h. The
powders were separated from the mother liquor by filtering and washing with DI
water. The resulting materials were dried for 12 h in the oven. To sintering under
950°C in air, we added the glass, Bi2O3-B2O3-SiO2-ZnO (BBSZ), as sintering aid.
For the BBSZ glass, 30% H3BO3, 25% Bi2O3, 10% SiO2 and 35%ZnO (in mol%)
were mixed, calcined at 1000°C for 1 h, and then quenched and crushed into fine
powder [5.19]. Finally, CCTO-BTO composite samples with 5wt% BBSZ glass
were pressed into pellets and sintered at 925°C for 12 h in air. (hereafter, 3BTOC,
5BTOC, and 7BTOC, respectively)
X-ray diffraction (XRD, D8-Advance) analyses were performed for all
samples using Cu-Kα radiation. The relative densities of samples are calculated by
Archimedes’ principle. The microstructures of samples were observed by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, JSM-5600). An analytical transmission electron
microscope (TEM) (JEOL JEM-2100F) with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
was also employed for the microstructure analysis. For the measurements of
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electrical properties, the Ag electrode was deposited on samples by the screen
printing method, and the frequency-dependent dielectric constant, εr and dielectric
loss, tanδ were measured by an impedance/gain-phase analyzer (HP 4194a) in the
frequency regime of 1 kHz-15 MHz. To determine the leakage currents under a DC
bias condition, the current-voltage (I-V) curves of samples were measured with a
LCR (L: Inductance, C: Capacitance, R: Resistance) source meter (Keithley-4200).
The Z* and M* spectroscopy analyses for identifying the resistivity (ρ) and C
values of grain and grain boundary were performed using Solatron 1260 and
Agilent E4991a at relatively low frequency region (10-2-106 Hz) and high
frequency region (106-109 Hz), respectively. All data from the Z* and M*
spectroscopy were obtained using the equivalent circuit with two parallel R and C
elements of grain and grain boundary. The activation energies of grain and grain
boundary were obtainable by measuring the real and imaginary part of Z* under the
various measuring temperature ranging from -103 to 573 K.

5.3.2 Results and discussion
The XRD patterns of BTO-coated CCTO powder are represented in Fig.
5.17. A second phase, BaCO3 (ICDD card No. 00-045-1471), is observed for BTOcoated CCTO powder after hydrothermal reaction at 200˚C for 4 h because the
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Figure 5.17 The XRD patterns of pure CCTO sample (a), BTO-coated CCTO
powder after the hydrothermal reaction at 200˚C for 4 h in air (b), BTO-coated
CCTO powder after sintering at 925˚C for 12 h in air (c).
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excess Ba precursor put into the Teflon jar. However, there are only two phases of
CCTO (ICDD card No. 01-075-2188) and BTO (ICDD card No. 01-078-4475)
after sintering at 925˚C for 4 h in air. The result is different from that of CCTOBTO composite samples sintered at 1060˚C for 12 h in chapter 4 because CCTO
and BTO start to react above 925˚C. According to the previous chapter 4, it is
likely that remained BaCO3 phase is diffused into CCTO phase during the sintering.
Furthermore, it is also confirmed that no chemical reaction between BTO-coated
CCTO particles and BBSZ glass at 925˚C occurred.
One can see the SEM micrographs of BTO-coated CCTO powder after the
hydrothermal reaction in Fig. 5.18. Compared with pure CCTO particle, as shown
in Fig. 5.18(b)-(c), CCTO particles are fully covered with the layer, which seems to
be composed of BTO layer. However, with increasing the amount of BTO above
5wt%, the small particles are observed on the surface of CCTO particles in Fig.
5.18(d), indicating as increased the BTO content, the BTO-coating of CCTO
particles does not form a uniform core-shell structure but the production of BTO
nanoparticles.
To clarify the layer on CCTO particle, we analyzed that with analytical
TEM. These results of 41 mol% BTO-coated CCTO powder are represented in Fig.
5.19. As shown in Fig. 5.19(a)-(b), it is obvious that CCTO particle is covered with
the thick layer consisted of Ba and Ti elements. Since Ba and Ti components are
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Figure 5.18 The SEM micrographs of pure CCTO (a), 25BTOC (b), 41BTOC (c),
and 58BTOC (d) powder after hydrothermal reaction at 200˚C for 4 h in air.
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Figure 5.19 The Z-contrast STEM images of 41BTOC particle (a) and Ca, Cu, O,
Ti, and Ba spectral images (b). The HR-TEM image (c) of the square area related
by in (a) and the FFT patterns of the BTO and CCTO region in the image (c).
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overlapped the main peak in EDS spectrum, Ba component is also observable in
CCTO particle. The red square area in Fig. 5.19(a) was magnified by HR-TEM as
shown in Fig. 5.19(c). From the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) patterns in Fig.
5.19(d), it is clear that the particle is CCTO and the layer is BTO. Although the
BTO coating layer is partially crushed, the BTO-coating of CCTO particles is
successfully formed by conversion from TiO2 layer with the hydrothermal reaction.
The SEM micrographs of CCTO-BTO composite samples sintered at
925˚C for 12 h in air are represented in Fig. 5.20. Since the sintering at lower
temperature, CCTO-BTO composite samples consists of fine grain (<5 μm)
without abnormal grain growth. According to the BSE micrographs (not shown),
CCTO-BTO composite samples show the agglomerated second phase at grain
boundary compared with pure CCTO sample. Furthermore, CCTO-BTO composite
samples exhibit a lot of pore on their surface. By using Archimedes’ principle, all
samples were hydrated in distilled water for 2 h and were weighted submerged in
distilled water then weighted out of water. Density was calculated using the
formula,

=

)⁄

(
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Figure 5.20 The SEM micrographs of pure CCTO (a), 25BTOC (b), 41BTOC (c),
and 58BTOC (d) powder after sintering at 925˚C for 12 h in air.
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, where wair is the weight of the samples in air, wsat is the weight of the hydrated
samples out of water, wfluid is the weight of the sample submerged in water, and ρ is
the density of distilled water. In addition, according to the ICDD card of CCTO
ceramics (ICDD card No. 01-075-2188), the lattice constant is 7.392 Å and the
theoretical density is 5.053 g/cm3. Dependent on the BTO content, we could
calculate the theoretical density of CCTO-BTO composite samples with following
equation,

ρ

=

(5.9)

, where x, M, and V are the molar ratio, molecular weight, and molar volume of
CCTO and BTO, respectively. The relative densities of CCTO- BTO composite
samples are summarized in Table 5.6. The relative density of pure CCTO sample is
about 90%, but CCTO-BTO composite samples except 5BTOC sample show the
lower relative densities of ~85%. These results are attributed to the difference of
sintering temperature; the sintering temperature of CCTO ceramics is the range of
1000-1100˚C and BTO ceramics usually sintered above 1300˚C.
Figure 5.21 represents the frequency dependent on the dielectric
properties of CCTO-BTO composite samples. In Fig. 5.21(a), the dielectric
constants of pure CCTO sample are reduced to ~103 at 100 kHz compared with
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Table 5.6 The relative densities of CCTO-BTO composite samples with 5wt%
BBSZ glass sintered at 925˚C for 12 h in air.

relative density (%)

CCTO

25BTOC

41BTOC

58BTOC

90.6

84.9

90.2

88.8
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that (εr~52,000) of pure CCTO samples sintered 1060˚C for 12 h in air. The
difference of the dielectric constants in CCTO sample is resulted from the relative
density of ~90% and the microstructure with fine grains. CCTO-BTO composite
samples are also observable the slightly decreased dielectric constants. 41BTOC
sample exhibits the lowest dielectric constants in the region of 102-107 Hz and the
decline in its dielectric constant occurs at the lower frequency. On the other hand,
the dielectric losses (0.02~0.05) of CCTO-BTO composite samples are higher
values than that (~0.02) of pure CCTO sample up to 104 Hz while the samples
show the reduced dielectric loss values above 104 Hz compared with pure CCTO
sample. In addition, 41BTOC sample is observable an abrupt increase in the
dielectric loss at much lower frequency of 1 kHz, but its dielectric loss exhibit the
lowest values among CCTO-BTO composite samples. In our previous report [5.20],
the samples using BTO-coated CCTO powder by the sol-gel process showed the
reduced dielectric constant (~6,000) and dielectric loss (~0.04) compared with pure
CCTO of εr~52,000 and tanδ~0.38 at 100 kHz, which the samples were sintered at
1060˚C for 12 h in air. However, when these CCTO-BTO composite samples have
higher density with glass at lower temperature, their dielectric properties would be
improved. Singh et al. [5.21] reported that 0.5CCTO-0.5BTO composite sintered at
950˚C for 12 h showed the dielectric constant of ~18,000 and dielectric loss of 0.73
at 1 kHz and 308 K. Although that dielectric constant value is higher than those of
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Figure 5.21 The frequency dependent dielectric constants (a) and dielectric losses
(b) of CCTO-BTO composite samples.
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our samples, their dielectric loss value is about twice as high as our result. The
difference of dielectric properties is attributed to the fabrication process of CCTOBTO composites. Since 0.5CCTO-0.5BTO composite was fabricated by only the
glycine-assisted nitrate-gel combustion route, the sample could be sintered at low
temperature of 950˚C without sintering aid. Therefore, further study is required to
find new glass materials for the sintering of CCTO-based composites at lower
temperature under 950˚C.
Figure 5.22 represents the leakage current versus applied DC electric field
for all samples. The leakage currents of all samples are gradually increased with
increasing the DC field. Compared with CCTO sample sintered 1060˚C for 12 h in
air, all samples exhibit the reduce leakage currents over the whole DC field region.
Furthermore, the leakage currents of all samples are not obviously changed with
the BTO content.
The Arrhenius plots of ρg and ρgb of CCTO-BTO composite samples were
shown in Fig. 5.23. It is shown that the ρg and ρgb of CCTO-BTO composite
samples are decreased with increasing the measuring temperature, and their ρgb
values are larger than those of ρgb values. All ρg and ρgb values obey the Arrhenius
law, and the activation energies were obtained from the equation of
~exp(−

⁄

), where Ea, kB, and T are the activation energy, the Boltzmann

constant, and the absolute temperature, respectively, and these values are
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Figure 5.23 The -Zʺ-logf plots of pure CCTO (a), 25BTOC (b), 41BTOC (c), and
58BTOC (d) samples at 103-573 K.
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summarized in Table 5.7. As shown in Fig. 5.24, the activation energies from grain
and grain boundary of pure CCTO sample show the values of ~0.1 and ~0.7 eV,
respectively. In the previous papers, Lee et al. [5.3] reported the activation energies
from grain and grain boundary for CCTO sample were ~0.1 and 0.8 eV,
respectively. Besides, the activation energies showed ~0.06 and 0.6 eV for grain
and grain boundary of CCTO sample fabricated by Adams et al. [5.17]. Although
the activation energy values for grain of CCTO-BTO composite samples are lower
than that of pure CCTO sample, the values for grain boundary are increased from
0.67 eV for pure CCTO sample to 0.82 eV for 58BTOC sample. The activation
energy for grain boundary of CCTO-BTO composite samples are increased with
increasing the BTO content, representing that BTO coating is attributed to the
improvement of dielectric property for CCTO ceramics.
To overcome the high dielectric loss and large leakage current of CCTO
ceramics, we tried to fabricate BTO-coated CCTO powder at low temperature
using the hydrothermal reaction. In comparison with sol-gel coating, CCTO
particles are uniformly coated with BTO layer. Since the reaction between CCTO
and BTO phases above 925˚C, however, BTO-coated CCTO powder were sintered
with 5 wt% BBSZ glass at 925˚C for 12 h. Unfortunately, in despite of adding
BBSZ glass, CCTO-BTO composite samples show so lower relative densities that
their dielectric constants are reduced to ~103 at 100 kHz. The dielectric losses of
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Table 5.7 The activation energies from grain and grain boundary of CCTO-BTO
composite samples sintered at 925˚C for 12 h in air. The data were evaluated from
the Arrhenius equation at measuring temperature from 103 to 573 K.
(eV)

CCTO

Eas

0.016
(±0.0019)

Eag
Eagb

25BTOC

41BTOC

58BTOC

0.120
(±0.0023)

0.093
(±0.0019)

0.076
(±0.0022)

0.095
(±0.0025)

0.673
(±0.0040)

0.777
(±0.0307)

0.781
(±0.0158)

0.821
(±0.0284)
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Figure 5.24 The Arrhenius plots of ρg and ρgb values of pure CCTO (a), 25BTOC
(b), 41BTOC (c), and 58BTOC (d) samples.
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CCTO-BTO composite samples are observed the higher values (0.1~0.2) at 100
kHz compared with pure CCTO sample (~0.1). In contrast, the activation energies
for grain boundary of CCTO-BTO composite samples are increased with
increasing the amount of BTO. To confirm the dielectric property of CCTO-BTO
composite samples, further study is required to find new glass materials as
sintering aid, which should make CCTO-BTO composite samples sinter under
950˚C.

5.4 Summary
We tried to employ the insulating coating of CCTO particles aiming to
reduce the dielectric losses and leakage currents of CCTO ceramics. CCTO
particles were observable the uniform TiO2 (~15 nm) coating layer. The dielectric
constants values (~105) of CCTO-TiO2 composites consisted of the abnormally
grown grains were similar to those of CCTO ceramics in the region of 102-107 Hz,
and their dielectric losses were greatly reduced to ~0.05 at 1 kHz. In addition, the
decreased leakage currents of CCTO-TiO2 composites were observable in the
applied DC field. These results were attributed to the increased Eagb and ϕB values
of CCTO-TiO2 composites with the existence of TiO2 phase at CCTO grain
boundary. By converting from TiO2 to BTO coating layer on CCTO particles using
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the hydrothermal reaction, CCTO particles were uniformly covered with BTO
phase. CCTO-BTO composite samples were sintered at 925˚C for 12 h with 5 wt%
BBSZ glass to prevent the chemical reaction between CCTO and BTO. CCTOBTO composite samples showed the reduced dielectric constants and slightly
increased dielectric losses due to the relatively low sintered densities. In contrast,
the ρgb and Cgb values of CCTO-BTO composite samples were increased with the
BTO contents, and CCTO-BTO composite samples also exhibited the Ea values of
their grain boundary. Consequently, we suggest that CCTO-BTO composite
samples show the improved dielectric loss and leakage current without the
suppression of dielectric constant when their relative densities are over 95%.
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C

aCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO) ceramics exhibit extraordinary high dielectric constants
of 104-105 in the temperatures ranging from 100 to 500 K, However, the high

dielectric losses and large leakage currents of CCTO ceramics have hindered their
practical applications. Thus, in this study, to overcome these fatal problems, we
tried to fabricate CCTO composites with insulating oxides by employing insulating
oxide-coated CCTO particles having the core-shell structure as the precursor
powder. On the basis of experimental results, the following conclusion could be
drawn.
Although it is very effective for reducing the dielectric losses and leakage
currents of CCTO ceramics to fabricate CCTO composites with BTO additive or
with perovskite oxide coating including BTO and BSTO, a serious reduction in the
dielectric constants are unavoidable since it is impossible to obtain a uniformly
coated layer on the surfaces of CCTO particles by the sol-gel process, and further
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BTO and BSTO chemically react with CCTO to form the second phases above
950˚C in air. On the other hand, to overcome the fatal problems without
degradation in the dielectric constants, TiO2 coating on CCTO particles by the solgel process is very effective since TiO2 can be uniformly coated on CCTO particles
and also it is chemically compatible with CCTO. However, sintered samples at
1060˚C for 12 h in air, using TiO2-coated CCTO powder as precursors, show the
microstructure composed of abnormally grown large CCTO grains, indicating that
the TiO2-coated layers are damaged. This fact is not a problem for producing a
monolithic bulk capacitor but it can be a serious problem for fabricating MLCC
devices. In addition, a uniform coating of BTO is possible by the two step coating
processes composed of a uniform coating of TiO2 by the sol-gel process and
subsequent reaction with Ba hydroxide by the hydrothermal process. If uniform
coating layers of TiO2 and BTO are maintained during the sintering process of
MLCC (normally below 950˚C in air) both TiO2- and BTO-coated CCTO powder
will be good candidates for high performance MLCC devices at relatively low
frequency regime (< 1 MHz) which can replace pure BTO or BSTO powder. For
this point, further study is required.
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Impedance Spectroscopy

E

lectroceramics are advanced materials whose properties and applications
depend on the close control of structure, composition, ceramics texture,

dopant (or defect) distribution. Impedance spectroscopy is a powerful technique for
unravelling the complexities of such materials, which functions by utilizing the
different frequency dependences of the constituent components for their separation.
Thus, electrical inhomogeneities in ceramic electrolytes, electrode/electrolyte
interfaces, surface layers on glasses, ferroelectricity, positive temperature
coefficient of resistance behavior and even ferrimagnetism can all be probed,
successfully, using this technique.

A.1 Theory
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In impedance spectroscopy, the impedance of a sample is measured over a
wide range of frequency, typically 10-2 to 107 Hz. Impedances usually have both
resistive (capacitive/inductive) components, both of which must be determined.
This can be achieved in various ways; one is to apply an alternating voltage across
a sample and a standard resistor which are in series. The in- and out-of-phase
components of the voltage across the sample are then measured. Dividing these
components by the magnitude of the current gives the resistive and reactive
components of the impedance. The measurements are repeated as a step-wise
function of frequency.
Different regions of a ceramics sample are characterized by a resistance
and a capacitance, usually placed in parallel. The characteristic relaxation time or
time constant, τ, of each ‘parallel RC element’ is given by the product of R and C.

=

(A.1)
=1

(A.2)

In the frequency domain, RC elements are separable due to the relation
shown in Eq. A.2 which holds at the frequency of maximum loss, ωmax, in the
impedance spectrum. From the impedance spectrum, it is therefore usually possible
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to identify different RC elements and assign them to appropriate regions of the
sample. The values of the individual R and C components may then be quantified.
A common type of impedance spectrum for electroceramics shows the
presence of two distinct features attributable to intragrain, or bulk and intergrain, or
grain boundary regions. A typical case is shown in Fig. A.1(a) for the oxide ion
conductor Ca12Al14O33 [A.1]. Impedance data are presented in the form of
imaginary, Zʺ (capacitive) against real, Z′ (resistive) impedances. Each parallel RC
element (two in Fig. A.1) gives rise to a semicircle (ideally) from which the
component R and C values may be extracted. R values are obtained from the
intercepts on the Z axis, as shown; C values are obtained by applying Eq. A.2 to the
frequency at the maximum of each semicircle. In this particular case, the two
capacitance values are determined to be ~1 × 10

F and ~4 × 10

F and the

corresponding resistances 0.45 Mohm and 1.15 Mohm.

Having obtained values of these R and C components, the next stage is to
assign them to regions of the sample. The assignment is based on the magnitudes
of the capacitances (Table 1). For a parallel plate capacitor with area A, separation
/ between the plates and a medium of permittivity ε′ between the plates, the
capacitance is given by Eq. A.3.

=

′
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Figure A.1 (a) Impedance data for Ca12Al14O33 presented in the complex
impedance plane format, Zʺ vs Z′ where Z*=Z′-jZʺ. Selected frequency points, in
Hz are marked. The equivalent circuit used to interpret the data is shown. It
represents a series combination of crystal and grain boundary impedances. (b)
Temperature dependence of bulk and grain boundary conductivities of Ca12Al14O33.
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Table A.1 Capacitance values and their possible interpretation.
Capacitance [F]

Phenomenon Responsible

10-12

bulk

10-11

minor, second phase

10-11-10-8

grain boundary

10-10-10-9

bulk ferroelectric

10-9-10-7

surface layer

10-7-10-5

sample-electrode interface

10-4

electrochemical reactions
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, where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, 8.854 × 10

F/cm-1. For a material

with unit cell constant (i.e. l/A=1 cm-1) and a typical permittivity of ~10, a
capacitance value of ~10 × 10

F is expected. Thus, this is a typical value for

the bulk capacitance of a sample. This high frequency semicircle in Fig. A.1 has a
capacitance of this order and therefore, this semicircle and its associated resistance
is attributed to the bulk properties of the sample.
In order to assign the second semicircle to a feature of the ceramics, it is
essential to have a picture of an idealized ceramic with grains and grain boundaries
and consider the factors which control the magnitude of the grain boundary
impedance. The ‘brickwork’ model shown in Fig. A.2 represents a ceramics
composed of cube-shaped grains of dimensions l1, separated from each other by a
boundary of thickness l2. For this idealized case, Equation A.4 holds. This arises
from the inverse relation between thickness and capacitance given by Eq. A.3. A
wide variety of ceramic microstructures occur in practice and it is found that the
grain boundary capacitance usually lies in the range 10-11 to 10-8 F; the higher
capacitances occur in materials that are
=

(A.4)

well-sintered, with narrow intergranular regions. The lower capacitances are often
found with poorly sintered samples that contain constriction resistances or narrow
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Figure A.2 Brickwork model of grain and grain boundary regions in a ceramics
placed between metal electrodes.
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contacting ‘necks’, between grains [A.2]. For the case in Fig. A.1, the grain
boundary capacitance is quite large, indicating a well-sintered sample.
Nevertheless, the overall resistance of these narrow grain boundaries is 2-3 times
greater than the resistance of the grains.

A.2 Date Processing
Most of the examples so far have been of ionically conducting ceramics in
which the complex impedance plane representation, Zʺ vs Z′, is an appropriated
method for presenting the results. It is often the case, however, that alternative
formalisms of data presentation can yield additional information that is not easily
accessible from the impedance plane alone. Semiconducting ceramics such as
donor-doped, ferroelectric BaTiO3 are a case in point [A.3]. These are electrically
inhomogeneous materials in which the grain boundary resistance may, in certain
circumstances, dominate the overall impedance. A single semicircle is then seen in
the complex impedance plane (Fig. A.5(a)) which does in fact show a slight
departure from ideality at high frequencies. If the same data are reprocessed and
presented in the complex electric modulus, M*, formalism,

∗

=
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, where j = √−1, ω = 2πf, and

=

⁄ , then the response of both grain

boundary and bulk regions may be seen. This is demonstrated most clearly in the
form of spectroscopic plots of the imaginary components Mʺ and Zʺ as shown in
Fig. A.3(b). The Zʺ plot contains a single peak, corresponding to the semicircle in
Fig. A.3(a) but the Mʺ plot shows two peaks. The higher frequency Mʺ peak
represents a bulk component of the sample.
The value of presenting data as both Mʺ and Zʺ spectroscopic plots is that
they give different weightings to the data and therefore, highlight different features
of the sample. Thus, impedance plots pick out the most resistive elements in the
sample, since the impedance peak height, Zʺmax, is equal to R/2 for that particular
element. Modulus plots pick out those elements with the smallest capacitance since
the Mʺ peak maximum is equal to ε0/2C for that particular element. In materials
that are inhomogeneous and are represented by more than one RC element, the
resulting Mʺ and Zʺ spectra may look very different as shown in Fig. A.3(b).
Plots such as Fig. A.3(b) have been invaluable for characterizing barium
titanate devices that show the PTCR (positive temperature coefficient of resistance)
effect; such devices are used in current overload protection devices. In particular, it
has been possible to separate the ferroelectric and non-ferroelectric components of
an electrically inhomogeneous material, by recording the temperature dependence
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Figure A.3 Impedance data for doped BaTiO3. The same date are used in (a) and (b)
but are presented in different ways. Capacitance data obtained from Mʺ peaks such
as shown in (b) are plotted against temperature in (c) and as a Curie-Weiss plot in
(d).
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of the capacitances as shown in Fig. A.3(c). Capacitance C1 is temperature
independent and pertains to the non-ferroelectric grain boundaries. Capacitance C2
shows a very marked temperature dependence, increasing asymptotically towards
the Curie temperature, Tc. It is therefore characteristic of a ferroelectric material
that is above the Curie temperature. This is confirmed by presenting the data as a
Curie-Weiss plot of reciprocal capacitance against temperature in Fig. A.3(d).

* This article is extracted from the paper by A.R. West et al., Adv. Mater. 2 (1990)
132-138.
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요약(국문초록)
절연산화물 코팅된 CaCu3Ti4O12 복합체의
유전 특성 및 전기적 특성 연구
김 희 은
서울대학교 공과대학 재료공학부

CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO) 페로브스카이트 산화물(perovskite oxide)
은 100-600 K의 온도에서 104-105 정도의 높은 유전상수 (dielectric
constant, εr) 값을 보여 마이크로 전자기기에 응용될 수 있는 가능성과 함
께 큰 주목을 받고 있다. 하지만, CCTO 세라믹스의 높은 유전손실
(dielectric loss, tanδ)과 누설전류 (leakage current)에 의해 실제 커패
시터 (capacitor)로 응용되기에 다소 어려움이 있다. 전도성 결정립과 절
연성 결정립계를 갖는 구조에 의해 거대유전현상이 나타나는 CCTO 세라
믹스의 유전손실 값과 누설전류는 결정립계의 저항 값에 영향을 받는다고
보고되고 있어, 이러한 논리를 통하여 본 학위논문에서는 낮은 유전손실
값을 갖는 절연 산화물과 CCTO 복합체를 제조하여 CCTO 결정립계의
절연성을 향상시키고, 그에 따른 유전특성 및 전기적 특성을 체계적으로
논의하였다.
첫째, BaTiO3 (BTO) 첨가를 통한 CCTO 세라믹스의 유전특성
및 전기적 특성을 확인하기 위하여 BTO와 CCTO 분말을 기계적으로 혼
합하여 CCTO-BTO 복합체를 제조하였다. CCTO 세라믹스 (εr ~ 77,000,
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tanδ ~ 0.11 at 1 kHz) 와 비교했을 때, BTO 첨가된 CCTO 세라믹스의
유전상수가 다소 감소하기는 하였지만, 유전손실이 매우 감소한 결과를 확
인하였다. 특히 5 mol% BTO 첨가했을 경우, 1 kHz에서 유전상수과 유전
손실이 ~4,200과 ~0.07로 감소하였다. 그리고 CCTO 세라믹스보다
BTO 첨가된 CCTO 세라믹스의 항복전압이 매우 상승하였고 50 V/cm 이
상에서 누설전류가 감소한 결과를 보였다. 이러한 결과는 CCTO 결정립계
에 존재하는 이차상에 의해 기인되었다.
둘째, 보다 효과적으로 유전손실과 누설전류 값을 감소시키기 위
하여, CCTO 입자를 졸겔코팅법 (sol-gel coating)을 이용하여 BTO,
(Ba,Sr)TiO3 (BSTO), CaTiO3 (CTO)로 코팅하고자 하였다. 전자투과현
미경 (TEM)을 통해 관찰한 결과, 졸겔 코팅을 통하여 균일한 코팅이 이
루어지지 않은 것으로 확인되었지만, 5 mol% BTO 코팅된 CCTO 세라믹
스의 경우 약간의 유전상수의 감소와 함께 ~0.04의 유전손실 값이 100
kHz까지 유지되는 것이 관찰되었다. 또한 1 kV/cm 영역에서 CCTO 세라
믹스 누설전류 값의 1% 이하 값을 보였다. 또한 5 mol% BSTO 코팅된
CCTO 세라믹스의 경우 다소 증가한 결정립의 크기와 더불어 104 정도의
유전상수 값과 낮은 유전손실 값 (~0.05 at 1 kHz) 그리고 누설전류 값의
감소가 관찰되었다. 이와 같은 유전특성 및 전기적 특성의 향상은 CCTO
결정립계에 균일하게 존재하는 이차상의 영향과 결정립계의 활성화 에너
지 (activation energy, Ea)의 증가로 나타난 결과로 사료된다. 반면, CTO
코팅된 CCTO 세라믹스의 경우 BTO와 BSTO 코팅한 복합체와는 달리
유전특성과 전기적 특성이 향상되지 않았다. 이러한 결과는 복소 임피던스
(Z*) 및 모듈러스 (M*) 분광학을 통해 확인한 결과 결정립계의 비저항 감
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소에 의한 영향으로 보여진다. 또한 950˚C에서는 CCTO와 CTO가 공존
하지만, 온도가 증가함에 따라 CaCu3Ti4O12 조성이 Ca1-xCu3+xTi4O12 (0.0191≤x≤0.0476) 고용체 안에서 x=-0.0191 쪽으로 이동하면서
CTO와 화학적 반응을 일으켜 결정립 성장과 함께 결정립계의 비저항 감
소에 영향을 준 것으로 사료된다.
셋째, 균일하게 코팅된 CCTO 입자 제조와 코팅막과 CCTO 세라믹스의
반응을 막기 위하여 TiO2 졸겔 코팅을 시도하였다. 균일하게 TiO2 코팅된
CCTO 세라믹스는 비정상 결정성장의 관찰과 함께 1 kHz 에서 105
정도의 높은 유전상수 값을 보였다. 그러나, 유전손실 값은 같은 주파수
영역에서 ~0.05 로 감소하였고, 누설전류 역시 CCTO 세라믹스보다 매우
감소하는 결과를 보였다. 5 wt%와 10 wt% TiO2 코팅된 CCTO
세라믹스의 활성화 에너지를 확인한 결과, TiO2 의 농도가 높아질수록
결정립계의 활성화 에너지 (0.907 eV for 5 wt%, 0.968 eV for 10
wt%)가 점차 높아지는 것을 알 수 있었다. 결정립계를 따라 존재하는
TiO2 에 의해 10wt% TiO2 코팅된 CCTO 세라믹스의 유전손실과
누설전류가 가장 낮은 값을 갖는 것으로 보여진다. 마지막으로, 균일한
BTO 코팅된 CCTO 세라믹스를 제조하기 위하여, CCTO 입자의 TiO2
코팅막을 수열합성법 (hydrothermal reaction)을 통해 BTO 상으로
합성하였다. 그리고 CCTO 와 BTO 의 화학반응을 억제하기 위하여
소결조제 Bi2O3-B2O3-SiO2-ZnO 를 첨가하여 925˚C 에서 12 시간
소결하였지만, 낮은 소결밀도로 인해 유전특성과 전기적 특성이 크게
향상되는 결과를 얻지 못 하였다.
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BTO 첨가와 페로브스카이트 산화물을 이용한 CCTO 복합체의 경우
유전손실과 누설전류 감소에는 효과적이었지만 소결과정에서 생성되는
이차상과 불균일한 코팅막에 의해 유전상수가 감소하였다. 반면, 균일하게
TiO2 코팅된 CCTO 복합체의 경우 유전상수의 감소 없이 유전손실과
누설전류 값을 효과적으로 감소시킬 수 있었다. 그리고 수열합성법을
이용하여 CCTO 입자 표면의 TiO2 코팅막을 BTO 상으로 합성하여
균일한 BTO 코팅된 CCTO 입자를 얻을 수 있었다. 따라서, TiO2 와 BTO
코팅된 CCTO 분말은 BTO 와 BSTO 를 대체할 수 있으며, 고성능의
MLCC 를 구현할 것으로 기대된다.
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